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BBM EXCLUSIVE REPORT 
ON NATURAL FIBERS 
& SYNTHETIC FILAMENTS

By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor
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Natural fiber and synthetic filament are key
ingredients to most kinds of brushes and
brooms. These materials come in many
different types, sizes, colors and qualities. For
this reason, demand for fibers and filaments
remains high throughout many regions of the
world. 
Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently

interviewed several supp liers/manufacturers
of fibers and filaments to learn how their
businesses have fared thus far in 2013 as well
as projections for the near future. 

U
nderstanding that product innovation
spurs growth and helps make the overall
pie for sales larger, officials at DuPont

Filaments say they remain committed to the
development of improved synthetic material.
The company’s filaments enable brush
manufacturers to address emerging trends and
meet evolving consumer expectations. 

According to DuPont Filaments Marketing

& Sales Director Tom Vichich, the company’s
global team of scientists and development
engineers continue to expand upon a broad range
of filament variations for use in premium quality
brushes and industrial applications. This gives
brush manufacturers increasingly greater design
flexibility. 

According to Vichich, business at DuPont
Filaments has been steady thus far in 2013 and
comparable to 2012 figures, which he described
as a “very good year” for the company. 

“So far, we are very satisfied. As always,
some segments are doing better than others. Our
paintbrush and cosmetic filaments are selling
very well and we see improvement with our
abrasive filament sales,” Vichich said. “Among
DuPont Filaments’ biggest strengths is that it is
a global company with technical and sales
support located throughout the world. This
allows us to take our customers’ needs and
translate them very quickly into a product or
service offering that works best for them.”

This large size also helps representatives at
DuPont Filaments deal with logistic issues that

remain a challenge during the course of
everyday business. 

“Overall, we are seeing a little more regional
sourcing taking place. This is due to temporary
bottlenecks with freight companies,” Vichich
said. 

Despite such challenges, Vichich sees a bright
future for many of the players in
the world brush industry. This is
fueled by the continued drive
among DuPont Filaments, its
com petitors and brush makers to
innovate. 

“Making brushes may seem
like a mundane industry to some,
but when you start looking at
brushes from a different angle,
you will see continuous impro -
vement as well as step-change
innovations,” Vichich said. “For
example, if you go to a major department store
and stop by the facial cosmetic area, you will see
major innovation that has taken place with new
cosmetic brushes. This is innovation that wasn’t
around five years ago.”

Vichich discussed four examples where he
said innovation by DuPont Filaments is
helping customers improve their product
lines. They are:

� Improved cleaning of electronic devices:

Used in a variety of consumer products — from
computers, televisions and cell phones to clocks,
watches and gaming devices — liquid crystal
displays (LCDs) are an important part of
everyday life. In the past, cleaning the glass
panels for LCDs has presented a unique
challenge for manufacturers.

Now, according to Vichich, manufacturers
have an improved product to clean these
sensitive surfaces. They are using brushes made
with DuPont™ Tynex® fine filaments. 

“Typically used for cosmetic brushes, Tynex®
fine filaments are strong enough to effectively
remove foreign particles from LCD panels,
while gentle enough to prevent damaging the
surface,” Vichich said. 

Filaments specifically developed for this
application measure 0.05 to 0.10 mm in diameter
and range from 17 to 20 mm in length. These
filaments also provide the necessary chemical
resistance to withstand the chemicals used in
manufacturing LCD panels;

� Helping steel mills increase productivity:

Like most industries, steel
manufacturers are always
looking for ways to increase
productivity. The emphasis is
on getting more square feet of
metal through the mill, cleaned
and coated. To accomplish this,
steel mills are using more
aggressive cleaning solutions. 

“The problem is that
cleaning brushes typically used
are quickly degrading because
many plastics in the brush

filaments can’t handle the higher pH level,”
Vichich said. “Technical resources at DuPont
Filaments has allowed for the addition of
stabilizers to one of our nylon polymer
formulations. This effectively extends the pH
range that these filaments can be used in.”

Brushes made with these filaments deliver
cleaning performance over an improved service
life, helping steel manufacturers to achieve
higher productivity, he added;

� Natural feel, improved performance for

cosmetic brushes: When it comes to the
cosmetic industry, the challenge is often to find
a filament that combines the touch and feel
similar to that of natural bristle, with the
consistency associated with controlled,
advanced production technology.

After conducting extensive testing with
cosmetic brands and makeup artists, DuPont
Filaments has introduced DuPont™ Natrafil®
filaments. 

“This technology is the result of two unique
processes — texturizing and tipping. Texturizing
creates a soft but structured surface, enabling
excellent powder pickup. Tipping alters the end

Continued On Page 8
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filament, giving it a soft feel and optimizing the
release performance,” Vichich said. “This
enables pickup and precise release of even the
most difficult powders. Brushes made of
DuPont™ Natrafil® filaments are now gaining
rapid acceptance for applying facial cosmetics;”
and,

� Better performance and quicker cleanup

with water-based paints: Vichich said that
when manufacturers began changing their paints
to water-based formulations, more people
started using paintbrushes made with synthetic
bristles. 

“Synthetics such as DuPont™ Tynex®,
DuPont™ Chinex® and DuPont™ Orel® brand
filaments quickly became popular choices. As
paint manufacturers continue to improve their
water-based formulations by reducing volatile
organic compound (VOC) content, increasing
solid loadings and decreasing drying times, there
is an ongoing need for increasingly higher
performing brushes,” he said. “To meet this
need, DuPont has developed filaments with a
stiffer cross-section that can push higher
viscosity paints more efficiently. We also
changed the shapes of the filaments so they not
only pick up more paint from the can for faster
application, but are easier to clean.”

Contact: DuPont Filaments - Americas, LLC,

Washington Works Plant, 8480 DuPont Rd., 

Building 158, Washington, WV 26161. 

Phone: 304-863-4908 or 800-635-9695. 

E-mail: dupont.filaments@usa.dupont.com.

Web site: www.filaments.dupont.com.

C
ustomer service at PelRay Intern -

ational, LLC, remains at the forefront
of importance as rep resentatives of the

San Antonio, TX, business work to meet the
various fiber/filament needs of North American
brush, broom and mop manufacturers. 

“Everybody here is extremely interested in
keeping our customers happy and we stand
behind our products,” PelRay International

Purchasing Manager David McGee said.
McGee also sells for the company. “We literally
lose sleep at night worrying about customers.
It’s vital that we deliver on time and that
customers get exactly what they order. Just-in-
time inventory is so important for our customers.
It allows them to properly manage their
businesses and keep costs down. 

“Customer service is the most important part
of every person’s job at PelRay International.”

With a history of over 100 years, the PelRay
International team has evolved from a broom
corn trading company into a full-line natural and
synthetic fiber/filament supplier. Natural fibers
provided include broom corn and yucca fiber
used in broom production as well as palmyra and
tampico fiber that is mostly found in various
types of brushes. Palmyra is imported from
India, while tampico and most broom corn and
yucca fiber arrives from Mexico. 

“We provide both natural and dyed tampico
fiber, along with a unión fiber mix consisting of
tampico and palmyra. With palmyra, we also sell
stalks and oiled fiber.” 

PelRay International also imports plastic
filament — such as PVC, PET and
polypropylene — used in many types of
cleaning-related products. According to McGee,
the most popular plastic filament the company
supplies is PVC from Italy. This includes grey
double-flagged PVC.

“We keep the most popular lengths that
customers seem to run out of the most, and can
bundle PVC fiber with other items to save
customers money when it comes to their orders,”
McGee said. 

A major focus at PelRay International,
however, remains natural fiber. For instance, the
company helped start a couple of small
processing plants in northern Mexico during the
past few years that provide both natural and
black tampico fiber. 

McGee said lead times for the tampico are
relatively short from Mexico to U.S. customers.
Some of the material is also warehoused by
PelRay International at the company’s San
Antonio facility for future deliveries. 

“Tampico is unique to Mexico and is a
wonderful fiber. It can be used to make the type
of brushes where many other
materials fall short, such as
scrub brushes designed for
extremely hot water,” McGee
said. “Tampico is used as well
to produce masonry brushes
for applying stucco and
special finishes on walls, etc.
It’s an excellent fiber for this
type of application.”

Tampico, typically the
black dyed variety, is also
good for making soft-fiber
push brooms. 

“Soft tampico push brooms are excellent
for keeping such surfaces as polished
concrete in warehouses clean. Roofing
brushes also use a lot of tampico. These
brushes are used by roofers to spread hot tar,”
McGee said. “They are usually only used for
one roof and then thrown away. These are the
type of brushes that companies love to sell,
and thus buy a lot of fiber in order to make
new brushes.”

PelRay International also imports palmyra
from India, often for the “less-than-container-
load” market. The palmyra is available in
various lengths, with the 18-inch variety a
popular size for certain types of stiff railroad and
mill brooms and is often used with broom corn.
Meanwhile, other lengths of palmyra are used to
make different kinds of brushes as well as push
and whisk brooms.

PelRay International’s roots, however, run
deepest with broom corn. 

“We supply anything that our customers must

have in order to make a broom. This, of course,
includes broom corn and yucca fiber,” McGee said.

As of early July, he added, it’s too early to tell
if the new broom corn crop from northern
Mexico will produce enough material to satisfy
demand in 2013. To help with any shortfalls,
PelRay International also supplies broom corn
from Hungary. 

“It (Hungarian broom corn) is not as cheap in
price as many broom makers would like to see,
but it does help satisfy demand. This is
especially true with the longer lengths of hurl,
which have been in short supply from Mexico,”
McGee said. “Having broom corn available
from Europe has helped our business during the
first half of this year. The Mexican broom corn
is preferred (by broom manufacturers), and we
hope it will continue to be available, but each
year it seems the crop gets smaller. A lot of this
has to do with the amount of labor required to
harvest the crop. 

“The long drought in northern Mexico and the
southwestern United States is also causing
problems. It’s probably had the biggest influence
on the recent small Mexican broom corn crop
size and price increases.”

Along with providing natural and synthetic
fiber and filament, McGee said PelRay
International also carries other supplies

including a large stock of metal
push broom handles. These
handles come with both metal as
well as plastic hex steel
reinforced threads. Labeling and
other special work can be done to
the handles to satisfy customer
requests.

“More product offerings
allow our customers to better
combine their shipments. This
helps them save money on
freight. It’s important to offer

a lot of different products that our
customers need in order to help improve
their bottom lines,” McGee said. 

PelRay International’s overall sales have been
up compared to this time last year, but McGee
said it’s important to never be content with a
company’s success.

“In business, you always have to be striving to
increase sales. To help, PelRay International
recently hired Ron Cherryholmes as the
company’s newest account executive. We are
looking forward to Ron helping the company
grow,” McGee said. 

When asked about ongoing challenges that
PelRay International and other fiber/filament
suppliers are facing, McGee said ocean freight
costs continue to be an issue. 

“We provide a lot of direct shipping and fight
freight increases quite often. Every year in the
summer there is what the steamship lines call
‘peak-season surcharges.’ We fight them as hard
as we can in order to keep freight costs down,”

Fibers: Continued From Page 6
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Continued On Page 10



www.zahoransky.com

Thank you for being there! It was you and 
the 700 other visitors who made our 111-year 
anniversary what it was – an unforgettable 
experience for us all.

A  PERFECTLY DIFFERENT      
ANNIVERSARY
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McGee said. “It’s important to deliver products to our customers at a competitive
price while not losing money ourselves in the meantime. Sometimes (steamship
companies) don’t give us much notice on price increases. This is a challenge.” 

Being a supplier of international products, another challenge that McGee discussed
was the ongoing volatility between the euro and the U.S. dollar. This makes it difficult
to price products from Europe that are for PelRay International’s U.S. customers. 

Other important currencies involved with the supply of fiber and filament are found
in South America and Mexico.

“It looks like (currencies) are becoming more attractive in South America,
especially the Brazilian real, which has weakened against the U.S. dollar,” McGee
said. “The Mexican peso, meanwhile, has been more volatile. If you time your
purchases from Mexico right, you can do well. If you don’t, you can lose money on
a trade.” 

Despite such challenges, McGee is optimistic about the future of U.S. brush, broom
and mop production.

“The cleaning utensil industry managed to weather the worst recession since the
Great Depression fairly well. Many companies (in this industry) probably came out
of the recession stronger than before it started,” he said. “I’m sure everybody had to
tighten his or her belt for a few years. I know we (at PelRay International) did.
However, business continues to come back, which bodes well for the future of this
industry.”

McGee said it helps that a lot of PelRay International customers are innovators.
These are companies that are coming up with new ideas and ways to clean the house,
floors, walls, etc. 

“If we (as an industry) can continue to come out with new ideas moving forward,
then I think overall business will grow and flourish,” he said. “This innovation helps
provide employment for a lot of people as well as introduce quality products that
people can use to keep their houses clean, sanitary and safe.”

Contact: PelRay International, LLC, 

4511 Macro Dr., San Antonio, TX 78218.
Phone: 210-757-4640.

Web site: www.pelray.com. 

P
MM (Proveedora Mexicana de

Monofilamentos) is a Mexican
company located in the heart of

Mexico City that specializes in the
production of synthetic-engineered
plastic monofilaments. These are made
of nylons (nylon 6.12, nylon 6.6, nylon
6 plus and nylon 6), polyester PBT,
polyethylene and polypropylene, and
are available in a wide range of calipers,
profiles and colors.

The company’s materials are mainly
used for toothbrushes, interdental and

cosmetic brushes and for industrial brush applications. PMM Sales Manager

Dennise Silva said that the company’s product line has grown and developed mainly
because of its flexibility to adapt to customer specifications. 

Along with offering filaments, Silva said PMM has a sales policy in place that
enhances its operation. 

“Punctual deliveries and service are key factors to our success,” she said.
New PMM Sales Account Executive Paulina Licona described how she has been

instructed to provide a 24-hour service guarantee. 
“All customer inquiries will be answered and serviced the same day that we receive

them,” Licona said. “Hard work and over 35 years of experience have allowed PMM
to become an important supplier in the brush industry.”

Challenges the company is working to overcome include current instability found
within certain parts of the plastic resin market, according to Silva. 

“Even though PMM was founded in 1976, the company is full of young people
who bring new ideas and have helped us evolve into an innovative and creativity
center. Included is an impeccable sense of quality and an international perspective,”

Fibers: Continued From Page 8

Paulina Licona (left) and Dennise Silva

Continued On Page 12





Silva said. “A key element in PMM’s corporate culture is the drive for joint
achievement, which is the ‘secret ingredient’ that transforms good into
outstanding.”

This is the main reason why, despite uncertain business scenarios, both
Silva and Licona said they feel confident about PMM’s future.

Contact: Proveedora Mexicana de Monofilamentos (PMM) at the

company’s toll free line for the United States and Canada: 

1-877-202-9320. E-mail: pmm@pmm-mex.com.

Website: www.pmmbrightline.com.

P
roviding natural fibers for brush and broom production continues to
be the main focus for Brush Fibers, Inc., an Arcola, IL,-based
supplier of tampico, palmyra, sherbro, coco, arenga, bassine, rice

root, hog bristle and horsehair. Brush Fibers also supplies foam and solid
plastic brush blocks as well as stapling wire. 

The company has multiple warehousing facilities in North America and
a centralized headquarters in Arcola, which is located in Central Illinois. In
addition, Brush Fibers has its own fleet of trucks and can combine orders
with sister company Monahan Filaments (also located in Arcola) to
reduce shipping costs for customers. 

“We provide one-stop shopping opportunities with both companies.
Brush Fibers supplies all natural fibers and brush blocks, while Monahan
Filaments produces synthetic filaments,” Brush Fibers President Chris

Monahan said. “In the past, Brush Fibers also offered polypropylene,
polystyrene, PVC and PET synthetic filaments. These items are now
supplied by Monahan Filaments.

“Warehouse space has been increased for both Brush Fibers and
Monahan Filaments in Arcola to better hold blanket orders. Extrusion is a
continuous process so the lowest pricing and costs come from larger
volumes. We are able to pass along these savings to customers, and give
them the ability to place larger blanket orders that we’ll hold domestically
for release.”

Monahan added that this helps
customers better compete against
foreign competition.

Brush Fibers’ product lineup includes
hog bristle. The company is the
exclusive North American dist ributor of
this bristle for DKSH Brush & Apparel
Ltd., of Zurich, Switzerland. 

“Hog bristle is mainly used to make
paintbrushes and some specialty items.
We have a warehouse in New Jersey for
this bristle,” Monahan said. “Hog
bristle fits in well with Brush Fibers’ current lineup, and DKSH has
decades of experience sourcing bristle from the very best facilities in
China.” 

The various natural fiber materials provided by Brush Fibers are used to
make brush and broom products found in different markets, such as retail,
household, janitorial/sanitary and industrial. These products include angle
and push brooms as well as car wash and industrial brushes.

“Business at Brush Fibers has been steady. Natural fibers is a mature
market, however, and under increasing pressure from imported finished
brushes,” Monahan said. 

He added that “recycling” and “green” continue to be important
buzzwords among many customers. Brush Fibers helps satisfy those
seeking environmentally friendly products through its supply of various
types of natural fibers and recycled materials. Natural fibers are considered
a renewable resource, while synthetic PET, which is now provided by
Monahan Filaments, can be made from recycled plastic bottles.

Along with satisfying greater demands for environmentally friendly
products, officials at Brush Fibers also remain committed to customer
service. 

“A consistent policy of efficiently shipping products within 24 hours,
and keeping a large stock of inventory at competitive prices, provides

many opportunities at our company,” Monahan
explained. “Customers appreciate this effort, which
includes our ability at Brush Fibers to place quite a few
different orders in one shipment to save on freight costs.”

As a domestic fiber supplier, Monahan said he sees
encouraging signs taking place within the industry. This is
partly due to certain U.S. manufacturers focusing more on
purchasing raw materials “at home.” 

“The gap between the United States and overseas is
getting smaller,” Monahan said. “I feel the U.S. business
climate is improving. 

“There continues to be challenges, such as an increase
in finished brushes arriving in the United States from
overseas, but hopefully brighter days are ahead for
everybody. The growth of our company mostly tracks the
U.S. brush manufacturing industry. U.S. brush companies
seem to be more than holding their own against foreign
competition, and the economy is steadily improving.
‘Made in the USA’ is popular again.”

Contact: Brush Fibers, Inc., 

202 N. Oak St., Arcola, IL 61910. 

Phone: 217-268-3012. 

E-mail: chris@brushfibers.com.

Website: www.brushfibers.com.

A
lso experiencing solid demand over a broad
spectrum of markets is Monahan Filaments, of
Arcola, IL, according to Chris Monahan, who

serves as director of sales & marketing for the synthetic
filament producer. 
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THERE’S A NEW
“PODNAH” IN TOWN

Please welcome 
Kevin Monahan. 

He joins 
Monahan Partners 

as Marketing VP 
and wants to meet 

you. He’ll put the 
talk back in ...
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Among the items provided by Monahan Filaments are nylon 6, nylon
6.6, nylon 6.12, PBT, PET, PPS, polyethylene, polypropylene and
polystyrene. These products are used in brush and non-brush applications
for industrial, oral care, construction, foodservice, paint, agricultural,
automotive, janitorial and cosmetic markets. 

“Our sales efforts are backed by solid customer service and quality
assurance departments, as well as a production workforce in Arcola that is
second to none in the industry,” Monahan said. 

Monahan Filaments began operations in 2007 with the acquisition of
assets from Specialty Filaments, of Middlebury, VT. The Middlebury plant
was closed in November 2009, and now the complete focus is on
operations in Arcola with cooperation from partners in Canada and Asia. 

Like its sister company, Brush Fibers, customers of Monahan Filaments
can benefit from one-stop shopping and combined shipping opportunities
that are available from the two Arcola-based businesses. 

“Combining orders is very beneficial. This can further save on freight
costs, which continues to be important,” Monahan said. “We also have
made great strides at the Monahan Filaments’ production facility in Arcola.
Production officials here continually keep a close eye on quality control.”

Officials at Monahan Filaments are also looking at increased recycling
avenues. For instance, the company regrinds its own product waste.
Meanwhile, such filaments as PET are made from recycled plastic bottles. 

“We all benefit from improved U.S. recycling rates. This can open more
avenues of growth for a company such as ours,” Monahan said. “Of
course, at the end of the day, especially at the retail level, a lot of business
is driven by price. This is especially true in the very competitive high
volume world.

“Overall, it’s been a good year thus far for both Brush Fibers and
Monahan Filaments. There have been upswings for both companies over
year-to-date figures from 2012 as we see a continued shift to more U.S.
manufacturing and a general improvement in the economy.” 

Looking ahead, Monahan added that the global business community

continues to become more connected each year. Various types of global
challenges also remain, especially from Europe and Asia. 

“However, I don’t feel the mass exit (to Asia) is as great as it was in
prior times. There seems to be a greater push by people to do more
business in the United States. This is a positive. Monahan Filaments can
produce quick production lead times, especially compared to foreign
competition that has to deal with ocean shipping and delays at ports,”
Monahan said. “It’s important that we, at Brush Fibers and Monahan
Filaments, continue to watch our levels of production, product quality and
customer service. 

“Additionally, we have been successful in helping our customers
manage their own filament inventories. It helps that there is an excellent
workforce available in Arcola that shows true Midwestern values and work
ethic. As a company, Monahan Filaments has become very experienced
and knowledgeable in the past few years since the business was moved to
Arcola.”

Monahan added that there are certain parts of conducting business today
that can’t easily be controlled. This includes the cost of raw materials such
as resin as well as cost increases associated with employee health care,
worker’s compensation insurance, taxes, etc. 

“Right now, for example, the price of petroleum has been somewhat
stable,” he said. “As we have learned in the past, this can change on a
dime. Therefore, it’s important to remain concentrated on those parts of
our business that we can better control.” 

Contact: Monahan Filaments, LLC, 

215 Egyptian Trail, Arcola, IL 61910. 

Toll free: 888-833-1097; Phone: 217-268-4957.

Email: info@monahanfilaments.com. 

Website: www.monahanfilaments.com.

H
ahl-Pedex Inc., is a privately-held company with three
manufacturing plants. This includes Hahl Inc., located in
Columbia, SC; and Hahl-Pedex, with two plants in Europe

located in Munderkingen and Affalterbach, Germany. All three
manufacturing facilities produce for the
brush industry the following products:
synthetic bristle, nylon (6, 66, 610, 612),
polyester (PBT and PET), polypropylene,
abrasive fiber Abrafil (nylon 612) and
Hahlbrasif (nylon 6), with grit fillers AO,
SC, ceramic and diamond.

“We at Hahl-Pedex are always looking
for ways to expand our business through
product innovation, custom stock
programs and competitive pricing,” Hahl

Sales Manager for North America Terry

Hogan said. “We are continuing to grow
and are focused on developing products that meet different market
requirements. This strategy has helped the Hahl Group become a leader in
technical/industrial applications for bristle and abrasive products around
the world.

“Our products are used for many applications in the brush market. These
brushes are predominantly found within the technical brush segment as
well as the professional cleaning market.”

Hogan noted that Hahl Inc., sells a lot of products from a generic list of
stock items that meet the needs of many customers. For individual orders
from this stock program, the company can sell as little as one box (50/lbs)
or an entire stock quantity (up to 2,000/lbs).

“In addition to our generic stock items, Hahl Inc., manages many
custom stock programs for individual customers. This enables our
company to offer short lead times and take advantage of manufacturing
efficiencies,” Hogan said. “Our customers are then able to better meet the
delivery requirements of their own customers without increasing the value
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of raw materials.”
Hogan added that continued recovery during 2013 in the automotive and

housing industries is a key driver to markets that Hahl Inc., serves in the
brush industry.

“As always, however, product quality, service and price will remain the
most important requirements for Hahl Inc., in 2013,” Hogan said. 

Contact: Hahl Inc., 126 Glassmaster Road, 

Columbia, SC 29072. Phone: 803-359-0706.

E-mail: customerservice@hahl-pedex.com.

Website: www.hahl-pedex.com. 

A
supplier of industrial abrasive filaments, nylon filaments without
abrasive material, PBT and other monofilaments is Shenzhen

Tidy-Feel Filaments Co., Ltd., of Shenzhen, China. The
company produces products under the Wolf Filaments name, with
customers located throughout the world including Asia, Europe and North
America.

According to Wolf Filaments General Manager Sally Lee, the main
applications for the company’s products include abrasive, industrial,
personal and special brushes. Representative industries include brushes
involving textile sueding rollers, steel and aluminum sheet brush rollers,
stone brushes and brush tools.

“Wolf’s abrasive filaments are characterized by competitive pricing,
high quality, small order capability, value marketing and convenient and
fast delivery. The result is customer satisfaction and win-win business
objectives,” Lee said. 

She added that given the increasingly intense competition among those
companies that produce industrial brushes, the ultimate winners are those
who focus on product quality and marketing position to gain a competitive
advantage.

“Abrasive filaments must feature a good capacity for industrial
grinding, polishing and deburring while exhibiting solid grinding
efficiency and the avoidance of broken filaments,” Lee said. “Wolf’s
abrasive filaments provide the type of performance that meets end-user
requirements while at affordable prices.

“Not everyone has extensive knowledge about
abrasive brushes. There are those people who only
pay attention to the surface of these brushes when
work efficiency or product quality is lacking,” Lee
said. “Therefore, it is crucial that a sales person
understands all of the competitive advantages of a
product’s price and quality, while finding the correct
marketing strategy when entering a market.

“The first thing is to analyze the grinding process
of target customers, e.g. dry/wet conditions, RPM,

pressure, temperature, appropriate filament length,
surface and processing key points. Contact with

customers is also necessary to understand why past brushes have been
scrapped. We, at Wolf Filaments, can help by providing our own detailed
and professional analysis.”

She added that abrasive filaments from different suppliers can exhibit a
range of stiffness levels and grinding efficiencies. When trying new
abrasive brushes, Lee said, it is important to check current working
conditions, adjust the manufacturing process (e.g. pressure, speed, dry or
wet), and ensure the quality of the polished surface. Trials should also take
place with different samples.

Lee stressed that quality is the key. Good filament to a brush is like a
sharp blade to a knife. 

“It’s important to understand the quality level of abrasive filaments and
not misuse grit size or diameter. Abrasive filament should be viewed as a
functional product. Quality is the most important factor. When it comes to
different brush applications, current working conditions and polish quality
are big difference makers. It’s important to consider the quality and price
to match each customer’s needs. Trusted business partnerships will result

from long-term and stable relations with sustainable development,” Lee
said. “Wolf Filaments is devoted to helping brush makers identify the right
abrasive material for their brushes. We believe that the success of a
company depends heavily on its professional expertise. Brush makers
should invest in observation, comparison analysis and communication to
become real experts in their field.”

Furthermore, Lee added, using familiar materials from well-
known brands is the best way to keep product quality stable. A
professional, cooperative and trustworthy supplier is always
important to a manufacturer’s success, as that supplier can provide
quality products, technical support and customer solutions, she
said.

Contact: Visit www.tidyfeel.com for more information.

A
long with natural tampico, Distribuidora Perfect, S.A. de C.V.,

of Mexico, continues to supply many other types of fiber/filament
to manufacturers producing various

types of brushes. This includes palmyra,
unión, rice root, horsehair, polypropylene,
PET and a wide mixture of many of these
fiber/filament materials. The company also
sells its own natural fiber brushes. 

One of Distribuidora Perfect’s more
popular items, however, continues to be
tampico, which the company supplies in both
natural and dyed fiber. The tampico comes
from Mexico. Along with dyeing the fiber, the
company can combine it with other materials
such as palmyra, bassine, rice root and
polypropylene.

Distribuidora Perfect’s Jorge Samuel Ripstein, owner of the
company, feels tampico fiber possesses several essential qualities. This
includes having a “good memory,” meaning the fiber will bounce back to
its original shape after being bent. Other benefits he said include a long
life, good absorption and abrasive features, and being able to withstand
high temperatures. 

He added that of the many different types of fibers/filaments  his
company offers, those in particular high demand right now include
tampico, unión fiber and rice root.

Distribuidora Perfect’s various fiber/filament offerings can be found in
brushes that are designed for a variety of uses such as polishing, washing,
scrubbing, waterproofing, painting and other chores. 

Ripstein added that Distribuidora Perfect has enjoyed a busy year thus
far in 2013. Company representatives continue to work on delivering
shorter lead times along with quality customer service. They also remain
active in attending trade shows, visiting clients and providing samples. 

“We spend a lot of time talking with clients and checking on their
needs,” he said. “It’s also important for us to use new machinery and
technology as well as expand our product offering. For example, we now
supply wood blocks for a marketplace located throughout the world.”

These wood blocks can be stapled with natural fiber including tampico.
Ripstein said that companies offering different and new products continue
to keep a healthy list of customers. 

“I also think the future is very good for all natural fibers since the world
has placed a greater awareness on the environment,” he said. 

These type of fibers, Ripstein added, naturally decompose over time
once their productive lives are finished.

Despite current economic financial problems found in certain parts of
the world, Ripstein remains optimistic about the future. He noted that his
company has been able to compete well against Chinese imports. 

Distribuidora Perfect was founded in 1946 as a brush maker for the
Mexican market. It remains a specialist in producing such products as
paintbrushes, paint rollers, power brushes and scrub brushes. It began
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processing tampico fiber approximately 31 years ago, and started selling
the material to other companies 12 years ago.

Contact: Fabrica de Brochas Perfect SA de CV, 

Calle Cuatro # 32 Fracc Ind Alce Blanco Naucalpan 

Estado de México, C.P 53370 México. 

Phone: 525 53870423; E-mail: rrk@brochasperfect.com.mx.

Websites:www.brochasperfect.com.mx, www.perfectfiber.com.mx.

R
eporting on steady demand for fiber material used in the

production of U.S. commercial/retail and craft brooms was R.E.

Caddy & Co., President Richard Caddy. The Greensboro, NC,

company supplies such fiber as hurl, insides and raw broom

corn as well as yucca and palmyra fiber. 

“The type of palmyra that we sell is used to produce

heavy-duty brooms. It’s a little coarser and longer than the

lengths and styles usually used to produce push brooms and

rotary brushes,” Caddy said. “Our customers who use

broom corn, yucca and palmyra fiber seem to be enjoying

some fairly steady business, going back over the last couple

of months. June was very hectic for us, right up to the last

minute. Most of this has come from strong demand for

broom corn and yucca fiber. 

“It looks like our larger accounts that have commercial

business are winding more brooms here in the United States than

importing. They are doing more domestic production, which is always

good news.”

The majority of business at R.E. Caddy, a company that dates 55 years,

is that of supplying commercial and retail broom, brush and mop

manufacturers with various types of fiber, wire or other materials.

However, the company also caters to a significant craft broom customer

base. These are people who like to make brooms by hand, either as a hobby

or something to do when they retire. They will often take classes and

eventually buy the necessary supplies to get started. 

“These people tend to mostly buy unprocessed broom corn, some

palmyra stalk and very little yucca fiber. Some craft broom makers do use

pre-cut hurl. This is usually for special brooms, such as turkey wings,

where the fiber needs to be of the same length,” Caddy said. 

Along with fiber, officials at R.E. Caddy provide other items to help

customers produce various types of brooms — as well as brushes and

mops. This includes steel wire, which is used either to wind brooms and

mops, or under special applications, to staple-set brushes. Other supplies

include nails, either for nail machines or to be used when

making brooms by hand; polyethylene sewing twine for

stitching brooms; broom knives and a variety of other

tools used in the craft broom industry. 

“Those in the craft trade like a variety of knives, hand

sewing needles and all kinds of threads and twines. It’s

quite a variety of supplies,” Caddy said. “The bulk of our

sales comes from commercial factories, however, so for

those customers it’s mostly confined to broom corn,

yucca and palmyra fiber, wood handles, steel wire, nails

— these are the main components that we supply.”

He added that no matter the type of customer, it’s

important that R.E. Caddy keeps an adequate inventory.

With larger accounts, this means working with customers to anticipate

what their demand will be during an upcoming 30- to 60-day period.

“It’s hard to plan beyond 60 days, although we like to go 90 days if

possible. The main idea, however, is to stay in communication with

customers so if somebody needs material we will have it available —

either here in Greensboro for direct shipment from our warehouse or from

one of our supplier locations,” Caddy said. 

The availability of enough quality broom corn, yucca and palmyra fiber

on a yearly basis to meet demand is one of the main challenges that faces

R.E. Caddy and other similar U.S. suppliers. This is particularly a concern

with broom corn. Most broom corn sent to the United States is grown in

Mexico, where farmers there have many choices regarding what type of

crops to produce. High prices for such crops as sweet corn, soybeans and

cotton are putting extra pressure on the amount of broom corn being

planted in Mexico, Caddy said. 

Another problem is the ongoing drought taking place in northern

Mexico, where most of the Mexican broom corn is grown. 

“We are always worried about having a reliable supply, although I’m not

quite as concerned about broom corn and yucca fiber right now as I was

last summer. This doesn't mean I’m not concerned (at all), but I think this

summer’s supply of new crop broom corn from Mexico is starting out a

little bit better,” Caddy said. “The new broom corn from Mexico has

become available a little sooner than last year at this time, and we are able

to fill some orders a little quicker. We have access to broom corn grown in

Europe as well, which has relieved some pressure.

“It’s important that we look at these things closely, especially since most

of the broom corn tonnage comes out of one location in Mexico. We are in

constant contact with (Mexican broom corn) processors to get their feel

about availability. This is all done to keep a good supply of fiber, along

with other materials, on hand to better service our customers.”

Contact: R.E. Caddy & Co., Inc., 

P.O. Box 14634, Greensboro, NC 27415. 

Phone: 336-273-3609; 

E-mail: sales@recaddy.com.

Website: www.recaddy.com.
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A
fter more than 25 years in the

plastics and brush industries

that included experience with

filaments, brush design and man -

ufacturing, Brian Crawford est -

ablished Carolina Filaments at the

start of 2012. 

“The goal from the beginning was to

offer brushmaking solutions to the

industry through materials, methods

and ideas.  Filaments are but one of the

areas of focus, however, as we are involved with handles and blocks

as well,” Crawford said. 

Working with strategic partners from around the world, Crawford

said that Carolina Filaments provides synthetic material including

nylon, polyester, PP, PS, PE as well as abrasive nylon and tapered

filaments for cosmetic, oral care and paint markets.

“We supply filaments that go into just about every type of brush

imaginable, while there are other filaments still under development for

the future,” he said. “Of particular interest right now is polyester and

both PBT and PET, although the nylons for industrial uses also

continue to be strong. The advantage of PET is that bottles and

containers can be recycled into filament form, making a green product

with performance and pricing advantages.”

According to Crawford, business for his company continues to be

good, and he sees a trend of continued growth ahead.

“Of course, there are always challenges, but we look at these

challenges as opportunities. Our goal has always been to offer brush

making solutions,” he said. “Stocking materials has allowed us to ship

JIT (just-in-time) and to manage inventory for customers. Recently,

we have started an abrasive nylon stocking program where as little as

one carton of material can be ordered.”

Carolina Filaments has also started offering coated abrasive

filament as well as spooled abrasive nylon in SiC, Al03, Ceramic and

Diamond grits. Crawford said that the coating decreases machine wear

and the need for spare parts, which is a major cost today.  

“A new product offering is multituft abrasive filaments, which

entail smaller and numerous abrasive ends encapsulated in a larger

filament diameter,” he explained. “The smooth outer surface assists in

picking and stapling, and during actual brush use the finer multiends

become exposed to better do the work at hand.”

Whether it is sales, marketing or customer service, Crawford added,

success is all about communication and responding to customer

demands and requirements in a timely manner. It’s a formula that is

allowing Carolina Filaments to grow. 

“I feel very positive regarding the future of Carolina Filaments. It’s

exciting every day to come to work,” he said. “Our success is

measured by the success of our customers. We strive to ensure that

they meet their goals.”

Crawford said he also remains optimistic about the future of the

various industries and markets that his company services. 

“We face the same challenges as our customers each and every day

to remain competitive while still offering products of the highest

quality,” he said. “Today’s solutions often require creativity and

thinking outside the box.”    

Contact: Carolina Filaments, LLC, 

2150 Cheswick Lane, Mt. Pleasant, SC  29466. 

Phone: 888-738-5520, Cell Phone: 843-694-4622.

Email: brian@carolinafilaments.com.

Website: www.carolinafilaments.com.
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Building on a legacy of innovation, our 
global team of scientists and development 
engineers continues to expand the broad 
range of � lament variations we o� er for use 
in premium quality brushes and industrial 
applications, giving brush manufacturers 
increasingly greater design � exibility. Here 
are just a few examples of the real-world 
bene� ts of our innovation in action. 

Improved cleaning of electronic devices
Used in a wide variety of consumer products—
from computers, televisions and cell phones 
to clocks, watches and gaming devices—
liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are an important 
part of everyday life. In the past, cleaning 
the glass panels for LCDs has presented 
a unique challenge for manufacturers. 

Now, manufacturers have an improved 
product to clean these sensitive surfaces. 
� ey are using brushes made with DuPont™ 
Tynex® � ne � laments. Typically used for 
cosmetic brushes, Tynex® � ne � laments are 
strong enough to e� ectively remove foreign 
particles from LCD panels while being gentle 
enough to prevent damaging the surface. 
Filaments speci� cally developed for this 
application measure only 0.05 to 0.10 mm in 
diameter and range from 17 to 20 
mm in length. � ese � laments 
also provide the necessary 
chemical resistance to withstand 
the chemicals used in 
manufacturing LCD panels. 

Helping steel mills increase 
productivity
Like most industries, steel 
manufacturers are always looking 
for ways to increase productivity. 
� e emphasis is on getting more 
square feet of metal through the mill, 
cleaned and coated faster than ever 
before. To accomplish this, steel mills 
are using more aggressive cleaning 
solutions. � e problem is that the 
cleaning brushes typically used were 
quickly degrading because many 
plastics used in the brush � laments 
can’t handle the higher pH level. 

� e technical resources at DuPont Filaments 
were able to help solve this problem by 
adding stabilizers to one of our nylon 
polymer formulations, e� ectively extending 
the pH range that these � laments can be 
used in. Brushes made with these � laments 
deliver cleaning performance over an 
improved service life, helping steel 
manufacturers to achieve higher productivity.   

Natural feel, improved performance 
for cosmetic brushes
A growing trend in the cosmetic industry 
is to discontinue using natural animal hair 
for brush bristles. � e challenge is to � nd 
a � lament that combines the touch and 
feel similar to that of natural bristle with 
the consistency associated with controlled, 
advanced production technology.  

A� er conducting extensive testing with 
cosmetic brands and makeup artists, 
DuPont Filaments introduced DuPont™ 
Natra� l® � laments. � is technology is the 
result of two unique processes—texturizing 
and tipping. Texturizing creates a so�  but 
structured surface, enabling excellent 
powder pickup. Tipping alters the end 
� lament, giving it a so�  feel and optimizing 

the release performance. � is enables 
pickup and precise release of even the 
most di�  cult powders. Brushes made 
of DuPont™ Natra� l® � laments are 

now gaining rapid acceptance for use 
in brushes for applying facial cosmetics. 

Better performance and quicker cleanup 
with water-based paints
When manufacturers began changing their 
paints to water-based formulations, more 
people began using paintbrushes made with 
synthetic bristles because the hog bristles 
traditionally used in paintbrushes lost 
sti� ness in water-based paints. Synthetics 
such as DuPont™ Tynex®, DuPont™ Chinex® 
and DuPont™ Orel® brand � laments 
quickly became popular choices. As paint 
manufacturers continue to improve their 
water-based formulations by reducing 
volatile organic compound (VOC) content, 
increasing solid loadings and decreasing 

drying times, there is an ongoing need for 
increasingly higher performing brushes. 

To meet this need, DuPont Filaments 
continues to innovate and help customize 
solutions. For example, we developed 
� laments with a sti� er cross-section that can 
push higher viscosity paints more e�  ciently. 
We also changed the shapes of the � laments 
so they not only pick up more paint from 
the can for faster application, but are easier 
to clean.  

Listening to customers helps create 
innovative solutions
At DuPont Filaments, we listen intently 
to our customers and work closely with 
them to support them in their selection 
of the right � lament to meet their speci� c 
product design requirements. 

Usually, it’s a matter of helping to select 
a � lament from our extensive range of 
� laments based materials such as nylon or 
polyester. Sometimes, the choice may not 
be obvious because a particular � lament is 
typically associated with another type of 
industry. Other times, we will create a 
customized � lament solution or develop 
a new � lament, such as DuPont™ Natra� l®. 
Simply stated, we have the experience to 
help deliver solutions.

And, with locally based technical support, 
sales and service in DuPont Filaments-
Americas, DuPont Filaments-Europe, and 
DuPont Xingda Filaments, we are uniquely 
positioned to serve the needs of brush 
manufacturers and others around the world. 
Our manufacturing plants, located in Asia, 
the United States and Europe, are third-
party-certi� ed, meeting the requirements 
of ISO 9001:2000.

DUPONT FILAMENTS CONTINUES TO LEAD THE WAY 
IN INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
For more than 70 years, DuPont Filaments has been recognized as a leader in 

the development of innovative synthetic fi laments that enable brush manufacturers 

to address emerging trends and meet evolving consumer expectations. 

fi laments.dupont.com

Copyright © 2013 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™, Chinex®, Natrafi l®, Orel® 
and Tynex® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affi liates.
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cleaned and coated faster than ever 
before. To accomplish this, steel mills 
are using more aggressive cleaning 
solutions. � e problem is that the 
cleaning brushes typically used were 
quickly degrading because many 
plastics used in the brush � laments 
can’t handle the higher pH level. 

� lament, giving it a so�  feel and optimizing 
the release performance. � is enables 

pickup and precise release of even the 
most di�  cult powders. Brushes made 
of DuPont™ Natra� l® � laments are 

now gaining rapid acceptance for use 
in brushes for applying facial cosmetics. 

Better performance and quicker cleanup 
with water-based paints
When manufacturers began changing their 
paints to water-based formulations, more 
people began using paintbrushes made with 
synthetic bristles because the hog bristles 
traditionally used in paintbrushes lost 
sti� ness in water-based paints. Synthetics 
such as DuPont™ Tynex®, DuPont™ Chinex® 
and DuPont™ Orel® brand � laments 
quickly became popular choices. As paint 
manufacturers continue to improve their 
water-based formulations by reducing 
volatile organic compound (VOC) content, 
increasing solid loadings and decreasing 
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Building on a legacy of innovation, our 
global team of scientists and development 
engineers continues to expand the broad 
range of � lament variations we o� er for use 
in premium quality brushes and industrial 
applications, giving brush manufacturers 
increasingly greater design � exibility. Here 
are just a few examples of the real-world 
bene� ts of our innovation in action. 

Improved cleaning of electronic devices
Used in a wide variety of consumer products—
from computers, televisions and cell phones 
to clocks, watches and gaming devices—
liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are an important 
part of everyday life. In the past, cleaning 
the glass panels for LCDs has presented 
a unique challenge for manufacturers. 

Now, manufacturers have an improved 
product to clean these sensitive surfaces. 
� ey are using brushes made with DuPont™ 
Tynex® � ne � laments. Typically used for 
cosmetic brushes, Tynex® � ne � laments are 
strong enough to e� ectively remove foreign 
particles from LCD panels while being gentle 
enough to prevent damaging the surface. 
Filaments speci� cally developed for this 
application measure only 0.05 to 0.10 mm in 
diameter and range from 17 to 20 
mm in length. � ese � laments 
also provide the necessary 
chemical resistance to withstand 
the chemicals used in 
manufacturing LCD panels. 

Helping steel mills increase 
productivity
Like most industries, steel 
manufacturers are always looking 
for ways to increase productivity. 
� e emphasis is on getting more 
square feet of metal through the mill, 
cleaned and coated faster than ever 
before. To accomplish this, steel mills 
are using more aggressive cleaning 
solutions. � e problem is that the 
cleaning brushes typically used were 
quickly degrading because many 
plastics used in the brush � laments 
can’t handle the higher pH level. 

� e technical resources at DuPont Filaments 
were able to help solve this problem by 
adding stabilizers to one of our nylon 
polymer formulations, e� ectively extending 
the pH range that these � laments can be 
used in. Brushes made with these � laments 
deliver cleaning performance over an 
improved service life, helping steel 
manufacturers to achieve higher productivity.   

Natural feel, improved performance 
for cosmetic brushes
A growing trend in the cosmetic industry 
is to discontinue using natural animal hair 
for brush bristles. � e challenge is to � nd 
a � lament that combines the touch and 
feel similar to that of natural bristle with 
the consistency associated with controlled, 
advanced production technology.  

A� er conducting extensive testing with 
cosmetic brands and makeup artists, 
DuPont Filaments introduced DuPont™ 
Natra� l® � laments. � is technology is the 
result of two unique processes—texturizing 
and tipping. Texturizing creates a so�  but 
structured surface, enabling excellent 
powder pickup. Tipping alters the end 
� lament, giving it a so�  feel and optimizing 

the release performance. � is enables 
pickup and precise release of even the 
most di�  cult powders. Brushes made 
of DuPont™ Natra� l® � laments are 

now gaining rapid acceptance for use 
in brushes for applying facial cosmetics. 

Better performance and quicker cleanup 
with water-based paints
When manufacturers began changing their 
paints to water-based formulations, more 
people began using paintbrushes made with 
synthetic bristles because the hog bristles 
traditionally used in paintbrushes lost 
sti� ness in water-based paints. Synthetics 
such as DuPont™ Tynex®, DuPont™ Chinex® 
and DuPont™ Orel® brand � laments 
quickly became popular choices. As paint 
manufacturers continue to improve their 
water-based formulations by reducing 
volatile organic compound (VOC) content, 
increasing solid loadings and decreasing 

drying times, there is an ongoing need for 
increasingly higher performing brushes. 

To meet this need, DuPont Filaments 
continues to innovate and help customize 
solutions. For example, we developed 
� laments with a sti� er cross-section that can 
push higher viscosity paints more e�  ciently. 
We also changed the shapes of the � laments 
so they not only pick up more paint from 
the can for faster application, but are easier 
to clean.  

Listening to customers helps create 
innovative solutions
At DuPont Filaments, we listen intently 
to our customers and work closely with 
them to support them in their selection 
of the right � lament to meet their speci� c 
product design requirements. 

Usually, it’s a matter of helping to select 
a � lament from our extensive range of 
� laments based materials such as nylon or 
polyester. Sometimes, the choice may not 
be obvious because a particular � lament is 
typically associated with another type of 
industry. Other times, we will create a 
customized � lament solution or develop 
a new � lament, such as DuPont™ Natra� l®. 
Simply stated, we have the experience to 
help deliver solutions.

And, with locally based technical support, 
sales and service in DuPont Filaments-
Americas, DuPont Filaments-Europe, and 
DuPont Xingda Filaments, we are uniquely 
positioned to serve the needs of brush 
manufacturers and others around the world. 
Our manufacturing plants, located in Asia, 
the United States and Europe, are third-
party-certi� ed, meeting the requirements 
of ISO 9001:2000.

DUPONT FILAMENTS CONTINUES TO LEAD THE WAY 
IN INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
For more than 70 years, DuPont Filaments has been recognized as a leader in 

the development of innovative synthetic fi laments that enable brush manufacturers 

to address emerging trends and meet evolving consumer expectations. 

fi laments.dupont.com

Copyright © 2013 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™, Chinex®, Natrafi l®, Orel® 
and Tynex® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affi liates.
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DESIGN FREEDOM. LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES.
From cosmetic brushes and toothbrushes to industrial brushes and paintbrushes, DuPont Filaments 
offers a broad range of reliable, high-performance solutions that give you total design freedom.
For more than 70 years, we have been pioneering innovative synthetic filaments to enable brush 
manufacturers to address emerging trends and meet evolving consumer expectations.  
Today, DuPont filaments are available in a wide variety of unique colors, textures, stiffness, softness, 
sizes and shapes, giving you maximum flexibility to design versatile and innovative products.  
We can even create customized filament solutions to meet your product design requirements. 
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B
usiness at R.E. Caddy & Co., of

Greensboro, NC, has been “pretty
strong” during the first part of 2013,

especially in June, according to R.E. Caddy

President Richard Caddy.
Founded by the late Richard Earl “Tip”

Caddy Sr. (Richard Caddy’s father) in 1958,
the company provides wire to companies that
wind mops and brooms and that staple-set
brushes. R.E. Caddy has also been an exclusive
sales representative for Southern Steel & Wire

for more than 30 years.
“Our (R.E. Caddy) working relationship with

Southern Steel started in 1977,” Richard Caddy
said. “They remain responsive to what we need
and what our customers need.”

Some of R.E. Caddy’s customers opt for
blanket orders with the understanding that a
certain amount of prod -
uct must be available
on demand. Southern
Steel & Wire has been
a critical cog in this
effort. According to
Caddy, in the three-
plus decades as acting
as a sales rep for
Southern Steel & Wire,
there has never been a
negative issue with
product availability.

Southern Steel &
Wire is located in Madison, NC, just north of
Greensboro.

Caddy reported that more broom winding has
been taking place in the United States recently
that has resulted in more sales of tinned broom
wire at R.E. Caddy.

“Tinned broom wire has been in more
demand, which goes hand-in-hand with the
amount of fibers (broom corn, yucca fiber and
palmyra) we have been selling, since there
appears to be more winding here in the United
States,” Caddy said. “It’s also been steady with
the demand for brush staple-setting wire. There

have been no recent increases in demand, but
it’s been steady.”

The quality of the wire R.E. Caddy uses is
also important. The industries the company
serves each have their own needs when it comes
to quality. For broom and mop manufacturers,
tensile strengths on wire used in these products
are relatively high compared to brush staple
wire. Also, the wire used by broom and mop
companies must have a nice finish because it is
visible to the consumer. With staple setting, a
durable finish that is resistant to corrosion is a
must, and R.E. Caddy has the raw materials to
adhere to these standards, Caddy reported. 

R.E. Caddy’s wire offerings include:
� Redrawn galvanized brush staple wire:

Available in wood reels, pay-off packs, and
plastic spools;

� Hold down, channel brush, and

flat anchor wire: Used for special
applications, available to produce strip
brushes, anchor-set brushes, and for box
stitching;

� Tinned broom wire: Used for
wound brooms;

� Galvanized mop wire: Used for
wound mops and promotional brooms.

Caddy also reported the company has
not had any supply problems when it
comes to raw materials.

“Sometimes a shortage of steel will
affect (wire supply) and run up the

price and lead times,” Caddy said. “But thus far
this year, we haven’t had that kind of problem.”

In addition to supplying wire products, R.E.
Caddy also supplies processed broom corn,
palmyra and yucca fiber; wood broom, brush
and mop handles; wet mop hardware and
handles; polyethylene broom sewing twine;
nails, knives and other supplies.

According to the company, diversity and
flexibility have allowed it to offer quality
customer service to both small and large
customers. The company meets the needs of
customers in many ways, including helping

them keep their inventories low to save money.
This is all part of R.E. Caddy’s longstanding
commitment to the best in customer service.

A critical aspect of customer service is to be
able to  communicate with customers. Caddy
said the company is quick to inform customers
on any news — good or bad — as honesty is a
foundational principle at R.E. Caddy. The
company strives to stay current with what
customers are doing and what their needs are
going to be for raw materials. When possible,
R.E. Caddy works with customers concerning
projections and forecasts on their future wire
needs.

While the economy is plodding along, Caddy
has noted that there is some evidence that some
manufacturing that was moved offshore has
come back into the United States. R.E. Caddy
has supplied more raw materials the past couple
of years to such companies, according to
Caddy.

Perhaps some of the attraction to moving
manufacturing stateside from overseas has to do
with issues such as ocean freight becoming
more costly. Also, the gap in labor costs
between U.S. companies and their competitors
overseas is not as great, Caddy said.

While the overall economy remains
uncertain, Caddy remains optimistic about the
future.

“Our customers seem to be doing good
business as of late,” he said. “We intend to
always stay supplied with fiber and wire to
serve our customers.”

Contact: R.E. Caddy & Co., Inc., 

P.O. Box 14634, Greensboro, NC 27415. 

Phone: 336-273-3609.

E-mail: sales@recaddy.com.

Website: www.recaddy.com.

W
CJ Pilgrim Wire, of Glendale, WI,
manufactures and distributes more
than 150 sizes of wire used by

Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently spoke with executives from three
manufacturers of wire products for the cleaning industry who shared how their
companies are coping with the current business climate in a slowly recovering
economy. The executives reported business in the brush, mop and broom
marketplace as being “strong” to “fair.” They also spoke of some of the challenges
they have faced in the recent past — including, in one instance, a shark in the
parking lot — and how they feel about the future of their respective companies.

By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

W RE MAKERS SAY 
SALES ARE FAIR TO STRONG

Richard Caddy

Continued On Page 26
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Royal Paint Roller
Royal Paint Roller — a name known in the industry for over
35 years for top quality products, fine service and competitive prices.

Manufacturer of paint rollers in ALL SIZES—from Slim Jim to Jumbo 21⁄4”
I.D. in VARIETY OF FABRICS—including lambskin, kodel, lambswool,
synthetic blends & “Lint Free” woven line.

Also a complete line of frames, trays, paint brushes & painting accessories for
the professional and Do-It-Yourself markets.

Specializing in private labeling at competitive prices.

ROYAL PAINT ROLLER
248 Wyandanch Avenue 
West Babylon, N.Y. 11704

Tel: (631) 643-8012  •   Fax: (631) 253-9428
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companies making brushes, brooms and related
products.

Wherever WCJ’s customers are located, the
company says it has facilities near them to
handle their wire needs, according to WCJ

Pilgrim Wire Sales Manager Kristopher

Shaw.
In addition to its headquarters and a

warehouse in the Milwaukee metro area, WCJ’s
North American facilities include those located
in Montreal, QC; Toronto, ON; Vancouver, BC;
Shelbyville, KY; Houston, TX; Laredo, TX;
Los Angeles, CA; Seattle, WA; and Torreon,
Mexico City and Monterey in Mexico.

In addition to its North America locations,
the company also maintains a presence in
overseas markets. WCJ Worldwide, The Wire
Specialists, a Division of WCJ Wire, operates
warehouses in Waterford, Ireland; West
Yorkshire, The United Kingdom; Radom,
Poland; Alicante, Spain; Bogota, Columbia;
Buenos Aires, Argentina; Lima, Peru; Santiago,
Chile; Cairo, Egypt; Shanghai, China; and
Hong Kong.

“We are expanding, putting a lot of our
efforts in Mexico and also South America,”
Shaw said. “Right now we have product in all
of those warehouses. We are looking for new
customers and trying to establish new emerging
markets.”

WCJ Pilgrim Wire’s products are designed to
accommodate the wide variety of brush, broom

or mop applications in the marketplace. The
company offers galvanized high and low
carbon, stainless steel, nickel silver, brass
coated, regular tempered, untempered steel,
high fatigue and annealed wires.

According to the company, it packages wire
in straight hanks, crimped in hanks, crimped in
coils or spools, straight in coils or spools,
straight and crimped multi-stranded, and on
stems and reels.

WCJ Pilgrim Wire also offers stitching and

baling wire products to the stitching, baling and
binding wire industry, according to the
company.

While the U.S. economy continues to
struggle to bounce back from the recession
years, Shaw sees some indications that things
are slowly getting better.

“It seems like business is possibly getting a
little bit stronger,” he said. “People are starting
to use products more. It is not great by any
means and it could be better, but there have
been no real hills and valleys recently.”

Shaw reported as far as the demand for WCJ
Pilgrim Wire’s products is concerned sales have
been “stable” across the board with no one

product in higher demand than the others.
“We don’t want to put all our eggs in one

basket,” Shaw said. “It is a tough market pretty
similar to last year. Some customers who have
purchased larger quantities in the past are now
buying half of those quantities twice as often, or
of a less amount.

“We are just trying to be customer oriented,
keeping the customer in the forefront and
providing the service they require and need.”

Shaw said WCJ Pilgrim Wire offers
customers stocking capabilities. These days,
customers tend to hold less inventory, which
requires shorter lead times.

“We could always use a little more lead time,
but we do as much as we can,” Shaw said. “We
will custom make just about any product.
Sometimes lead times can be a little extended
with custom-made products. We try to keep
everybody in the loop and on the same page so
they will know what to expect and when they
are going to receive an order. We have always
kept the customer first since the company’s
founding and we plan on continuing.”

WCJ Pilgrim Wire’s customer service efforts
also include what Shaw calls the “personal
touch.” When someone calls the company, he or
she will speak with a live person. The policy is
that incoming phone calls will be answered on
the second ring.

Shaw said the desire for shorter lead times

Wire: Continued From Page 24
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and other factors may be indications of a
renewed interest in U.S.-made products, which
could result in more manufacturing moving
back onshore.

“In today’s economy, however, consumers
tend to be price oriented,” Shaw said. “The
result is low-cost goods are in the market and
being sold. The higher quality goods are just not
being made as much as they used to be and that,
I think, has to do with the importation of
goods.”

The availability and pricing of raw materials
also seems to have stabilized lately. 

“For the past few years, it really hasn’t gone
up or down too much,” Shaw said. “Costs have
pretty much stayed the same from one year to
the next.”

The company also sells raw materials for
applications including paper clips; industrial
clamps; special clips and clamps;
reinforcements and armatures; brushes; wire
cables; reinforcement fibers for concrete; ties
and binders; cork wiring; clothes pins; pins and
nails; bicycle spokes; notebook spiral bindings;
springs; rivets; welding; and weaving.

Looking down the road, Shaw is optimistic
about the future of WCJ Pilgrim Wire.

“We feel good about the future,” Shaw said.
“We have diversified over the past five years.
We are always looking for new things to do

while continuing to adapt to the challenges of
doing business in the modern marketplace
along with our customers.”

Contact: WCJ Pilgrim Wire, 

4180 N. Port Washington Road, 

Glendale, WI 53212. Phone: 414-291-9566; 

Toll free: 888-672-2503.

Website: www.wcjwire.com.

H
urricane Sandy (aka Superstorm
Sandy) moved onshore near
Brigantine, NJ, early on October 29,

2012. When it was over, Superstorm Sandy was
the deadliest and most destructive hurricane of
the Atlantic season, as well as the second-
costliest hurricane in United States history.

As Sandy moved north, it devastated the New
York City area, including Brooklyn, home of
Deligh Industries, Inc. More than 50 people
died in New York as a result of the storm and

estimates put economic losses across New York
in the billions of dollars.

“When it was all said and done, we were
really blessed. We experienced property loss,
but no loss of life,” said Deligh Indust-

ries President Robert

Deligdish.
Sandy resulted in

widespread flooding,
including the New
York City subway sys -
tem. In addition, m a ny
homes and bus inesses
were des troyed by fire,
inc luding more than
100 in Breezy Point,
Queens.

Deligdish said he
was at the company
during the storm, wa -
ding through water and
going from bu ilding to
building to see what he

could do. If wading through the storm water
wasn’t bad enough, Deligdish had some
company — a shark.

“We had a shark in the parking lot,”
Deligdish said. “I was wading through water
going from building to building dodging
railroad ties, pallets and automobiles that were
floating down the block.

“We were significantly impacted by
Hurricane Sandy, however we were able to
survive the storm. We did have five feet of
water, but we were basically back in production
in about three weeks after the storm.”

Rudolph Deligdish founded Deligh
Industries more than 50 years ago with a
mission to supply animal fiber for the brush
market.

About 25 years ago, the company made the
transition from the animal fiber market to the
wire market. Today, Deligh serves the broom,
brush and mop industries, offering tinned wire
for corn brooms, galvanized broom bands,
brush stapling wire, oil-tempered wire, stainless
steel wire, nickel silver wire and brass wire.

“Business in the brush industry has been
fair,” Deligdish said. “It has not been
exceptional, but it has been fair. We are not
seeing any dramatic changes in the brush
industry in the United States. It seems to be
stable, but nothing particularly dramatic.”

In addition to wire products, Deligh
Industries provides a wide array of brush blocks
and broom handles. Also, in the recent past, the
company began selling injection molded mop
parts.

Deligdish reported the pricing and
availability of raw materials is “stable.”

He added: “Demand does not appear to be
particularly strong, therefore the price of scrap
and raw steel have remained fairly stable.”

Deligh Industries stocks 95 percent of the
products its sells. The company is also a custom
manufacturer.

“We basically supply every wire used to

make brushes and mops. We keep all of these

items in stock,” Deligdish said. “We specialize

in same-day service. If something needs to be
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According to Ulrich Zahoransky, managing
director of Zahoransky AG, the spirit of 111
years of “Passion & Perfection” deserved an
anniversary that set new standards. In other
words, “A Perfectly Different Anniversary.” 

The event was held July 1 and 2 in Freiburg
and Todtnau, Germany, with more than 700
visitors from over 20 nations attending. 

It was, as Ulrich Zahoransky promised
before the event, “no ordinary party for a big
birthday, no nostalgic stirring in the past with
long, well-intended speeches, and not an event
that goes ‘by the book.’”

Instead, the Zahoransky team hosted two
interactive networking days with business
partners and supporters where attendees had an
opportunity to talk with colleagues, conduct
dialogues with experts, and receive news from
the brush and broom related industries. 

The event began on July 1 with a reception and
dinner at the Messe Freiburg, Rothaus Arena,

located in Freiburg,
Germany. The fac -
ility is well known in
the brush, mop and
broom indu stries as
the home to Int -
erBrush, a tra de fair
held once every four
years. 

Also taking place
July 1, was “The
Alphabet of Pas -
sion” program wh -
ich included 26

activity stations. It was here that participants
met and interacted with professionals from a
wide variety of disciplines including sports,
music, technology, science, travel and culture. 

Participants were encouraged to try new
things such as learning magic tricks, effective
drawing, climbing, mixing cocktails, milking
cows, building cuckoo clocks and becoming
more familiar with the Black Forest region and
the German/Swiss/French border triangle.

The crowning event from a full day of
activities was a laser show as well as a video
that reviewed the 111 years of Zahoransky
starting with the company’s founder, Anton

Zahoransky.
Z111 attendees were bused to the

Zahoransky headquarters, located in nearby
Todtnau, on July 2 to participate in a suppliers
expo, production theme show and Zymposium. 

The expo featured The Zahoransky Group’s
top suppliers while Zahoransky’s various

products and concepts focussing on several
themes were also presented. 

Zahoransky’s other events to celebrate Z111
include:

� 40-year jubilee of the production subsidiary 

Zahoransky S.A., Logrono, Spain;

� Opening of a new plant for the 

injection moulding manufacturer 

Zahoransky Formenbau GmbH, in 

Rothenkirchen, Germany; and, 

� Opening, in November 2013, of a new 

plant in Coimbatore, India.

SPEAKERS HIGHLIGHT
ZYMPOSIUM

3D Printing As A 
Revolutionary Technology

A
lso taking place during the second day
of Z111 at the Zahoransky head -
quarters in Todtnau was a “Zym -

posium.” The educational program featured
leading experts from a variety of fields who
gave presentations on several topics. 

This included a presentation titled, “3D
Printing As A Revolutionary Technology.”
Speakers were Petra Fastermann, author and
managing director of Fasterpoly GmbH, of
Düsseldorf, Germany; and Dr. Gerold

Kotman, managing director and partner of
Copyboxx GmbH, a sister company of Reality
Service GmbH, of Leipzig, Germany. 
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Below: Ulrich Zahoransky (left) and 
Gerhard Steinebrunner, both managing directors
of Zahoransky AG.

ZAHORANSKY CELEBRATES
111TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY
WITH 2-DAY CUSTOMER EVENT

Billed as “A Perfectly Different Anniversary,”
machine maker The Zahoransky Group shared,
with customers from around the world, its 111th
year with a two-day “Z111” party, suppliers expo,
production theme show and “Zymposium.”



Both Fastermann and Kotman explained that 3D
printing  could herald a new industrial revolution and
individualize mass production. 3D printing is a process
of making a three-dimensional solid object from a
digital model. 

The two speakers discussed and showcased different
items that have been produced via 3D printing. They
added that one revolutionary aspect of 3D printing
technology is that it allows individuals to be both
developers of products as well as producers. 

“Anyone who has an idea can implement this
directly into a printed object. 3D printing service
providers as well as small, simple and affordable 3D
printers for home use now make this possible,”
Fastermann said. “Experts even believe that 3D
printing could change world trade: As consumers make
products themselves by using 3D printing, it could
mean that production processes and consumption

would return to their respective countries. This might have almost unimaginable
consequences for the individual.”

Dr. Kotman added: “Even unexpected industries can (benefit) from 3D
printing to make very expensive things. It is hard to measure today (about the
future).”

They noted that pioneering developments are expected in almost all areas and
have already partially been realized. 

“Today, medical technology without 3D printing would be unthinkable.
Dentures, hearing aids and joint implants are already produced by using 3D
printing,” Fastermann said. “There are visions of the future that one day fully-
functional transplantable organs will be 3D-printed. Also, 3D printing has
become indispensable in such industries as aerospace, automotive, architecture
and electrical engineering. 

“Meanwhile, oversized 3D printers have made it possible to build entire
buildings in a short time. The potential and possibilities that 3D printing offers
are as extraordinary as they are manifold.”

Fastermann, who has written two books on 3D printing in the past year, said
the origins of this technology date to the 1980s. 

“Not too long ago, it was a technology mainly used for industrial applications.
However, the benefits have started to become available to everyone,” she said. 

According to Fastermann, today’s 3D printers available for small and medium
companies are similar in size to photocopying machines. 

“They are also no louder than a photocopying machine and can be placed in an
office setting. 3D printers are becoming more user-friendly as well,” Fastermann
said. “There are also many different 3D processes, such as ‘laser sintering’ and
‘stereolithography.’ For example, you can use ‘laser sintering’ with metals in
order to produce components for aircraft or other parts used by the aerospace
industry.” 

Historically, 3D printers have been used to produce product prototypes, but are
also being used today to make tools and many other types of end-products.
According to Fastermann, end-products are increasingly becoming popular
among customers in the private sector.

“The principle of how 3D printing works is always the same. The printer builds
(the item) in many layers. This is why 3D printing is also referred to as ‘additive
manufacturing,’” she said. 

In order for a 3D print of an objective to take place, a 3D scan or 3D CAD
volume model is needed. During the building process, “support material” which
is often made from a gel-like substance, is used by the printer to keep different
parts of the object together. Once the object has been printed, the support material
has to be removed in order to finish the object.

“Support material is inevitable when you print. (Companies) selling 3D
printing machines often forget to tell buyers that objects don’t come out of the
printer ready to use. This means that after being removed from the machine, the
object needs refinishing. This sometimes can be tedious,” Fastermann said. 

Another current challenge to 3D printing for mass production is the amount of
time it takes to print an object. 

“Some (3D printers) are faster than others, and technology is improving all of

Petra Fastermann

Gerold Kotman

Attendees celebrated Zahoransky’s “Alphabet Of Passion”
infotainment event during the Monday night anniversary

festivities. A laser lightshow capped the evening.

Zahoransky’s 111th Year Celebration
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the time. However, printing still takes awhile,” Fastermann said.
“Modern printers today can even produce moveable parts. However, once
again, support material must be removed.” 

As technology improves, both Fastermann and Kotman feel the future
is wide open for the type of products that can be produced by 3D printers.
They also showcased several items during their presentations that have
already been made from this technology. 

You Know What To Do — Now Get It Done!

T
he environment in which business
operates today changes ever more
rapidly. There is greater demand for

adaptability, innovation and thought leadership.
Implementation of these objectives, however, can
be a different story. Many companies don’t have
a knowledge problem, they have an
implementation problem, according to Dr. Lars

Vollmer, who presented, “You Know What To Do — Now Get It Done!”
during the Zymposium.

Vollmer discussed how company officials can better design and drive
their organizations to rapid implementation, how to perform
implementation events and how to increase success by culture hacking.  

Vollmer said companies spend millions of dollars each year sending
employees to lectures, presentations and seminars.  Based on this wealth
of knowledge, these people already have a pretty good idea about what
works and what doesn’t work. After they finish lectures, presentations
and seminars they usually feel smarter and are highly motivated.
However, once back in the office, nothing much changes. 

“I don’t think we have a knowledge problem in today’s business world,
we have an implementation problem bet ween knowing and doing,” he
said. “But why? Why are we so good at doing nothing?

“Imagine if your company decided (its employees) would spend 20
percent of their time implementing new ideas and transforming ideas into
action. A lot of people would say, ‘That is not going to happen at my
company. We don’t have that kind of time.’ I would respond, ‘Yes you do.
We always have time. Everyday we all have 24 brand new hours.’ We do

have time, we are just not using
it wisely. This is old news.”

Vollmer discussed the
“Eisenhower Model,” a square
chart divided into four sections
that shows different levels of
importance and urgency
pertaining to time management
— from low to high. 

“The Eisenhower Model is
very good at demonstrating
how we use our time. It’s
important to remember that
there are many urgent things
which are not important. An
unimportant task does not
become important just because
it is being completed; nor does
the fact that tasks which take
up a lot of time are magically
transformed from unimportant
to important,” Vollmer said.
“The surprising truth is, most
of the time, important things
fall under the non-urgent
category. We tend to be
preoccupied with urgent tasks
and don’t dedicate enough time

for the things that actually help us to get ahead (in life and business). 
“For example, doing regular physical exercise is not urgent, but it is

important. The same is true for taking part in continuing education. And
because many things (in life and business) are not seen as urgent, they
tend to get lost in the daily shuffle. We neglect them or, worst of all,
forget them altogether.”

In other words, Vollmer said, many improvements that can push a
business ahead both structurally and strategically come with one major
drawback — they are often not seen as urgent. 

“There are business managers who put out fires, but they are not really
managers or leaders, they are firefighters. They hardly have enough time
to do other work after putting out all of the fires, let alone trying to
prevent future fires,” Vollmer said. “If we want to build a bridge from
‘knowing’ to ‘doing,’ then we should have just a few objectives in place.
I have visited many businesses during the past few years that have listed
over 25 objectives. It’s no surprise that many of the people working at
these companies have a very hard time knowing the difference between
‘urgent’ and ‘important.’”

Vollmer recommended that company leaders sit down with department
heads twice a year and think about the “whole” rather than “individual
processes or requests” within a business. 

“It’s also important to break old habits. This sounds easy but it’s
difficult. There is a saying in Spain that states, ‘Habits begin as cobwebs
and end as steel cables.’”

According to Vollmer, studies have shown that three out of four
projects started by many businesses are unsuccessful or never
implemented. It is important, therefore, to learn how to implement and
improve without falling to project trends. 

To help meet this objective, Vollmer recommended that companies
assign four to seven employees to a project who then work together full
time for several days on that project. These employees are to be directed
to not only think about all of the problems that can take place while
implementing the project but also come up with possible solutions. 

“This process helps them get the job done immediately. There is no
more planning, talking, chatting and making presentations without
actually doing,” Vollmer said. “They plan and they then build (on the
project). Off course, they may tear down as well and rebuild.”

Attendees toured Zahoransky’s manufacturing facility in Todtnau, Germany as part of the anniversary event. 

Lars Vollmer



He said this process also helps strengthen a positive corporate culture. 
“Please keep in mind, if you are having fun doing something, you are

taking it seriously,” Vollmer said. 

Smartphone Security For 
iPhone And Android Users

P
roviding an overview of the best security
practices while using a mobile smart -
phone, including security measures, was

pres ented by Christoph Weinandt. He has been
a consultant in network design and security since
1998. 

Weinandt said iPhone and Android smartphone
use continues to escalate, and thus security
measures for these devices should be

understood. 
He advised every smartphone user to be very careful about giving into

requests from people or companies asking for information that can be
found  on the user’s mobile devices —  even if these people or companies
state that they are simply “working on (the user’s) system.”  

“It’s important to ‘know your enemy.’ In the security business, it’s also
important to know what tools and techniques (the enemy) is using,”
Weinandt said. 

For example, he added, similar to the Trojan Horse in Greek
mythology, there are apps that can be downloaded onto a smartphone that
can access private information stored in that phone. 

“This is, of course, the easiest way for a taker to gain control over your
smartphone,” Weinandt said. 

He added that operating systems that are the most used often become
operating systems that are the most attacked. Also, there are many cell
phone providers that are not updating software on a regular basis which
can become a serious issue.

“If you have a security problem with your operating system, and there
is somebody trying to exploit this issue, then you are totally unprotected
without proper updates,” Weinandt said. 

Applications, he added, can be installed with smartphones to improve
security measures, such as when conducting online banking. 

Weinandt addressed several practices and tools for the iPhone and
Android smartphones that can be
installed and used when it comes to
security. He said there is a setting in
every smartphone to activate a PIN
code. It is also possible to deactivate
a smartphone’s password display.

“If you have a scenario taking
place where someone is standing
nearby while you are typing in your
PIN code on the smartphone, this
setting makes sure the PIN code is
not actually displayed. That person
would need to be pretty close to see
what you are actually typing on the
key pad,” Weinandt said.  

Other safety procedures for
smartphones that Weinandt dis -
cussed included activation of the
SIM lock, as well as how to protect
account management with a pass
code, the latter of which is mostly
directed to Android-based sma -
rtphones. 

“This allows the smartphone user
to set up his/her own user name and
pass code before any new software

can be installed. This will prevent anyone who doesn't know the pass
code to install something on your phone,” Weinandt said. 

He also recommended every current and potential smartphone user
actually read the end-user license agreement. This agreement spells out
what information smartphone providers can and cannot keep for their
own use. 

“There are behavior rules that smartphone users should follow in order
to be safe and take back control. It’s also important to know about risks
and how to mitigate those risks,” Weinandt said. 

Industrial Robotics — 
New Applications And Future Perspectives

T
oday’s industrial robotics play a key
factor in productivity and production
quality. Robotics, however, are also being

used outside the industrial setting. 
Dr. Bernd Kuhlenkötter, head of the Institute

of Production Systems (IPS) at Germany’s TU
Dortmund University, presented “Industrial
Robotics — New Applications And Future
Perspectives” during the Zymposium. 

He noted that the world is changing and it’s changing to robotics. The
challenge is, as products change ever more rapidly, robotics must keep
up. 

“For example, with the iPhone, there is always a ‘next generation’
coming along. This brings different parameters when assembling these
products, making it more challenging to adapt robotics to the assembly
process,” Kuhlenkötter said. 

He added a good working scenario comes into play when robotics and
humans are able to work effectively together. This is known as
“cooperative assembly.” One challenge is efficiently bringing the
necessary components while producing a product to the robotic station.
In these scenarios, Robotics are also being used today to perform
strenuous and/or dangerous work. This is expecially important given the
aging working population found in many countries. Many of these tasks,
such as welding, can be improved upon and made safer with the help of
robotics.

Christoph Weinandt

Bernd Kuhlenkötter
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• Galvanized & tinned wire for 
brush - broom - mop production

 
• Processed Broom Corn & Yucca

• Wood Broom - Mop - Brush Handles
 

• Craft Broom Corn And Supplies
 

• Other Materials - Broom Twine, 
Broom Nails, Mop Hardware

Supplier of Raw Materials to 
Manufacture Brooms, 
Mops, and Brushes

P.O. Box 14634  •  Greensboro, NC 27415

336-273-3609  800-213-9224  
Fax: 336-378-6047 

E-mail: sales@recaddy.com

We ship by pup or truck load direct from Mexico, 
or LTL/ UPS from our Greensboro warehouse.

GARELICK
TELESCOPIC POLES

QUALITY FEATURES - REAL VALUE
   • Lightweight High Tensile Drawn Aluminum
   • Twist Lock Cams Securely Lock Pole at Any Length
   • Rolled Tube Edges for Added Hand Comfort
   • Clear Satin Anodized Finish
   • ¾” Acme size Universal Screw Head
   • Premium Vinyl Black Hand Grip
   • Five Standard Sizes: 6’, 8’, 12’, 18’, 24’
   • Custom Lengths available
   • Made in the U. S. A. 

Our Multipurpose Telescopic Extension Poles are ideal for 
use with Brushes, Brooms, Bulb Changers, Paint Rollers, 
Squeegees, Strip Washers, and countless other tools.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.GARELICK.COM/POLES

644 SECOND STREET, P.O. BOX 8, ST. PAUL PARK, MN 55071
TOLL FREE : 1.800.457.9795
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custom manufactured, generally it doesn’t take longer than three

weeks. Our customer base is spread out evenly throughout the United

States and Canada.”

In recent times, the U.S. economy has resulted in an extremely

competitive market in broom, brush and mop products. Another trait

of this marketplace has been the need to reduce margins to remain

competitive. The challenge is to deal with rising expenses, such as

taxes, insurance, health care, labor, etc., in a market that is

demanding lower prices, Deligdish said.

“It also appears that some of the traditional broom products are not

selling quite as briskly as they once had, due to the introduction of

new, non-traditional products, which have posed challenges for our

customers,” Deligdish said.

When thinking about the company’s future, Deligdish also

reflected on the past saying the primary reason for Deligh Industries’

success has been his father’s (Rudolph Deligdish) knowledge,

experience and hard work over the years. Deligdish says he works

hard to emulate his father’s work ethic.

“I feel the future is strong. I’m glad to say our founder, Rudy

Deligdish, still comes in and puts forth a full day’s work,” Deligdish

said. “I’m upbeat about the future.”

Contact: Deligh Industries, Inc., 

255 Conover Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231. 

Phone: 718-875-1511. Email: rdeligdish@aol.com.

Website: www.delighindustries.com.

Wire: Continued From Page 28

See BBM archived issues at www.broombrushandmop.com.



Robotics, Kuhlenkötter added, are also helping produce such “green”
energy devices as wind turbines as well as increase food production —
all for the benefit of both the planet and humanity. He added that the
degree of automation in the meat industry, for example, is currently
around 20 percent or less, depending on the country. Therefore, there is
a huge potential for robotics in this field.

Aside from industry, robotics are also being used in other fields, such
as physical therapy. The use of robotics in rehabilitation can intensify
therapy without over-straining the human therapist. Robotics can also
extend training procedures and provide an overall positive impact on
therapy progress. Kuhlenkötter added that by using a rehabilitation
robot, the human therapist may be able to help more than one patient at
the same time. 

Development of a virtual- and robot-assisted therapy center can be
particularly helpful for stroke and Parkinson’s patients as well as people
with visual field defects and cerebral paresis. 

Kuhlenkötter also stated that robotics are being used today in the
entertainment industry which includes music creation. 

“Robotics can be found in many different applications, and can work
closely with human operators,” he said. 

Other educational sessions at the Zymposium included such topics as
product innovation as well as the impact family-owned businesses have
on the German economy. 

Zahoransky: Continued From Page 33

Above: Twelve Zahoransky supplier companies participated in the expo 
during the Z111 anniversary. 
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The following were machines and molds
displayed during Zahoransky’s Z111 

“Perfectly Different Anniversary” program: 

Special Topic Area “Better Every Day” 

(Quality Control)

� Test stand with live stream from camera inspection system
retention force measurement;

� 3D microscope for end-rounding quality investigation;
� SCADA master control station / ZMI3 HMI;
� Tuft control – quality check on good/bad tufts;
� Coordinate measurement system. 

Special Topic Area “Education” 

(Apprenticeship/Training)

� “Magic Bike” photo booth (educational project of apprentices);
� Fast reaction game (set up made by Zahoransky trainees);
� Presentation of three different formal Zahoransky trainings.

Special Topic Area “Get Ready & Go”

(Flexibility/Changeover Times)

� Z.SAILFIN “Z111 edition” with 70 brushes/min – plug ’n’ play;
� Platform Mold – modular concept, high value;
� Z.ORCA 116 with fast change over kit & camera control;
� Z.SHUTTLE – video presentation of fully automated mold injection cell.

Special Topic Area “Happy Singles”

(Separation/Feeding)

� H117 mascara brush separation and feeding unit – feed what you want;
� Z.SHARK 4 with vibratory feeding bowl – click ’n’ brush;
� Z.TUCAN with vibratory feeding bowl – every second, five nail polish 

brushes;
� Video presentation separation/feeding units (H102, H119, H99, H127, 

bin-picking).

Special Topic Area “New Packaging”

(New Development Partial Blister Packaging Machine)

� Z.VIPA – the fastest partial blister packaging machine ever.

Special Topic Area “Quick & Running”

(Automation)

� NFS/Z.IDP – needle feeding system & over-molding;
� Z.LYNX 3 – fully automated twisted-in-wire production machines;
� Z.TIGER – 4 stations with integrated trimming and block feeding 

magazine;
� TIM – Totally Integrated Manufacturing mold for molding and assembly 

of closures.

Special Topic Area “Safe & Sound” 

(Job Safety & Acoustic Emission)

� Test stand with ZAHORANSKY safety standard;
� Z.TIGER 6225 – with “GS” certification and emergency stop 

demonstration;
� Safety parcour – demonstration of different safety sensors and controls;
� “Robotino” – joystick controlled demonstration robot.

Special Topic Area “Small & Smart”

(Economic Machine Solutions)

� Z.SHARK twin – 2,000 tufts/min economic toothbrush production 
machine;

� Z.SWORD 17 – economic end-rounding unit for toothbrushes;
� Z.SHARK 1 – with hand magazine to be operated by visitors;
� Z.PACK 4;
� Z.HORNET 4 – the economical way to produce strip brushes;
� Z.LION 3215 with stand-alone trimming/flagging unit;
� Z.PARD 6224 – the cost-saving 4 axis carousel for brooms/brushes;
� ZAHORANSKY by Giori RP12 – new model of the trimming and 

flagging unit for household brushes.

Special Topic Area “This Is Your Machine”

(Machines Which Give You Freedom 

Of Scope For Your Product)

� Z.AERO 14 – the new level of in-mold/anchorless brushes for limit-free 
hole fields;

� 3D-Brush Designer – offline designing & programming while your 
machine is working;

� HG2 – hank grinder for tailored puck preparation with perfect end-
rounding results;

� Videojet Laser Printer – put a tailored label on your product.



U.S. government trade figures for the first four months of
2013 indicate raw material imports were up in two categories
outlined: hog bristle and metal handles, compared to the first
four months of 2012. For April 2013, raw material imports
were also up in two categories outlined: hog bristle and broom
and mop handles, compared to April 2012.
Import totals for the first four months of 2013 were down in

five finished goods categories outlined: brooms of broom corn
valued at less than 96 cents, toothbrushes, hairbrushes,
shaving brushes and paint rollers, compared to the same time
period in 2012. In April 2013, five categories outlined also
recorded decreases: brooms of broom corn valued at less than
96 cents, brooms of broom corn valued at more than 96 cents,
hairbrushes, shaving brushes and paint rollers, compared to
April 2012.

RAW MATERIAL IMPORTS
Hog Bristle

The United States imported 25,513 kilograms of hog bristle in April
2013, up 106 percent from 12,390 kilograms imported in April 2012.
During the first four months of 2013, 123,605 kilograms of hog bristle
were imported, a 42 percent increase from 87,227 kilograms imported
during the first four months of 2012.

China sent 123,550 kilograms of hog bristle to the United States during
the first four months of 2013.

The average price per kilogram for April 2013 was $9.88, down 47
percent from the average price per kilogram for April 2012 of $18.53.
The average price per kilogram for the first four months of 2013 was
$12.78, up 16 percent from the average price per kilogram of $11.01 for
the first four months of 2012.

Broom And Mop Handles

The import total of broom and mop handles during April 2013 was 1.6
million, up 14 percent from 1.4 million for April 2012. During the first
four months of 2013, 4.6 million broom and mop handles were imported,
down 4 percent from 4.8 million for the first four months of 2012.

During the first four months of 2013, the United States received 1.8
million broom and mop handles from Brazil and 1.2 million from
Honduras. 

The average price per handle for April 2013 was 85 cents, up 8 percent
from the average price for April 2012 of 79 cents. The average price for
the first four months of 2013 was 81 cents, up 3 percent from 79 cents for
the first four months of 2012.

Brush Backs

April 2013 imports of brush backs totaled 625,371, down 12 percent
from 707,151 for April 2012. During the first four months of 2013, 1.7
million brush backs were imported, down 35 percent from 2.6 million for
the first four months of 2012.

Canada shipped 972,071 brush backs to the United States during the
first four months of 2013, while Sri Lanka shipped 722,467.

The average price per brush back was 46 cents during April 2013, up

15 percent from the average price for April 2012 of 40 cents. For the first
four months of 2013, the average price per brush back was 48 cents, up
4 percent from 46 cents for the first four months of 2012.

Metal Handles

The import total of metal handles during April 2013 was 1.9 million,
down 30 percent from 2.7 million for April 2012. During the first four
months of 2013, 8.2 million metal handles were imported, up 17 percent
from 7 million for the first four months of 2012.

During the first four months of 2013, Italy sent 6.3 million metal
handles to the United States, while China sent 1.1 million.

The average price per handle for April 2013 was 67 cents, up 29
percent from 52 cents for April 2012. The average price for the first four
months of 2013 was 62 cents, down 16 percent from 74 cents for the first
four months of 2012.

FINISHED GOODS IMPORTS
Brooms Of Broom Corn

Valued At Less Than 96 Cents

U.S. government trade figures indicated there were no brooms of
broom corn valued at less than 96 cents per broom imported for April
2013, compared to 47,388 for April 2012. During the first four months of
2013, 8,196 brooms of broom corn were imported, down 93 percent from
116,048 imported during the first four months of 2012. 

All the brooms were imported from Mexico.
The average price per broom for the first four months of 2013 was 86

cents, down 4 percent from 90 cents from the first four months of 2012.

Brooms Of Broom Corn

Valued At More Than 96 Cents

The United States imported 590,372 brooms of broom corn valued at
more than 96 cents per broom during April 2013, down 9 percent from
645,609 for April 2012. During the first four months of 2013, 2.5 million
brooms of broom corn were imported, the same as during the first four
months of 2012.

Mexico shipped 2.4 million brooms to the United States during the
first four months of 2013.

The average price per broom for April 2013 was $2.36, down 5 percent
from the average price for April 2012 of $2.48. The average price per
broom for the first four months of 2013 was $2.39, down 2 percent from
$2.45 for the first four months of 2012.

Brooms & Brushes Of Vegetable Material

The import total of brooms and brushes of vegetable material during
April 2013 was 167,858, up 109 percent from 80,243 brooms and brushes
imported during April 2012. During the first four months of 2013,
748,672 brooms and brushes were imported, up 50 percent from 500,648
imported during the first four months of 2012.

Sri Lanka exported 474,812 brooms and brushes to the United States
during the first four months of 2013, while China sent 85,334.

The average price per unit for April 2013 was $1.29, down 13 percent
from $1.49 for April 2012. The average price for the first four months of
2013 was $1.26, up 1 cent from the average price recorded for the first
four months of 2012.

Toothbrushes

The United States imported 122.8 million toothbrushes in April 2013,
up 23 percent from 100.1 million imported in April 2012. During the first
four months of 2013, 377.9 million toothbrushes were imported, down 1
percent from 381.8 million imported during the first four months of 2012.

China sent 289.1 million toothbrushes to the United States during the
first four months of 2013. Also shipping toothbrushes to the United States
were Vietnam, 28.2 million and Switzerland, 18.5 million.

The average price per toothbrush for April 2013 was 16 cents, down 1
cent from the average price for April 2012. The average price for the first

IMPORTS/EXPORTS
IMPORT TOTALS MIXED: 
EXPORTS MOSTLY DOWN
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four months of 2013 was 20 cents, up 11 percent from 18 cents for the
first four months of 2012.

Hairbrushes

April 2013 imports of hairbrushes totaled 4 million, down 34 percent
from the April 2012 total of 6.1 million hairbrushes. During the first four
months of 2013, 13.6 million hairbrushes were imported, down 30
percent from 19.5 million for the first four months of 2012.

China shipped 13.1 million hairbrushes to the United States during the
first four months of 2013.

The average price per hairbrush was 21 cents during April 2013, down
9 percent from 23 cents for April 2012. For the first four months of 2013,
the average price per hairbrush was 26 cents, up 8 percent from 24 cents
for the first four months of 2012.

Shaving Brushes

The United States imported 4.2 million shaving brushes in April 2013,
down 11 percent from 4.7 million imported in April 2012. During the first
four months of 2013, 19.2 million shaving brushes were imported, down
11 percent from 21.4 million imported during the first four months of
2012.

China sent 9.5 million shaving brushes to the United States during the
first four months of 2013, while South Korea shipped 5.2 million, and
Germany sent 2.1 million.

The average price per shaving brush for April 2013 was 18 cents, up
38 percent from the average price for April 2012 of 13 cents. The average
price for the first four months of 2013 was 14 cents, up 1 cent from the
first four months of 2012.

Paint Rollers

The import total of paint rollers during April 2013 was 3.6 million,
down 41 percent from 6.1 million recorded for April 2012. During the
first four months of 2013, 14.9 million paint rollers were imported, down
14 percent from 17.3 million during the first four months of 2012.

China sent 11.9 million paint rollers to the United States during the
first four months of 2013, while Mexico exported 2.4 million.

The average price per paint roller for April 2013 was 63 cents, up 54
percent from 41 cents for April 2012. The average price for the first four
months of 2013 was 54 cents, up 20 percent from the average price
recorded for the first four months of 2012 of 45 cents.

Paintbrushes

U.S. companies imported 23.1 million paintbrushes during April 2013,
up 17 percent from 19.7 million paintbrushes imported during April
2012. Paintbrush imports for the first four months of 2013 were 79.3
million, up 17 percent from 67.6 million recorded for the first four
months of 2012.

China shipped 58.9 million paintbrushes to the United States during
the first four months of 2013, while Costa Rica exported 11.3 million.

The average price per paintbrush for April 2013 was 25 cents, down 29
percent from the average price for April 2012 of 35 cents. The average
price for the first four months of 2013 was 28 cents, down 10 percent
from 31 cents for the first four months of 2012.

EXPORTS
Export totals for the first four months of 2013 were down in three

categories outlined: broom and brushes of vegetable materials, shaving
brushes and paintbrushes, compared to the first four months of 2012. In
April 2013, four categories outlined reported decreases: broom and
brushes of vegetable materials, shaving brushes, artist brushes and
paintbrushes, compared to April 2012.

Brooms & Brushes Of Vegetable Materials

The United States exported 6,643 dozen brooms and brushes of
vegetable materials during April 2013, down 15 percent from the April

2012 total of 7,775 dozen. Exports of brooms and brushes of vegetable
materials during the first four months of 2013 were 25,157 dozen, down
57 percent from 58,376 dozen for the first four months of 2012.

The United States sent 8,705 dozen brooms and brushes to Canada
during the first four months of 2013 and 5,068 dozen to Brazil.   

The average price per dozen brooms and brushes was $42.67 in April
2013, up 10 percent from $38.66 for April 2012. The average price per
dozen brooms and brushes for the first four months of 2013 was $44.09,
an increase of 24 percent from the average price per dozen for the first
four months of 2012 of $35.49.

Toothbrushes

During April 2013, the United States exported 17.3 million
toothbrushes, up 71 percent from the total recorded in April 2012 of 10.1
million. During the first four months of 2013, 66.3 million toothbrushes
were exported, up 49 percent from 44.5 million exported during the first
four months of 2012.

The United States exported 26.8 million toothbrushes to Canada
during the first four months of 2013, while sending 11 million
toothbrushes to Mexico, 7.1 million to Germany and 4.4 million to
Switzerland.

The average price per toothbrush for April 2013 was 42 cents, down 24
percent from the average price for April 2012 of 55 cents. The average
price per toothbrush for the first four months of 2013 was 43 cents, down
19 percent from 53 cents for the first four months of 2012.

Shaving Brushes

The United States exported 1.2 million shaving brushes during April
2013, down 63 percent from 3.2 million shaving brushes exported for
April 2012. During the first four months of 2013, 5.1 million shaving
brushes were exported, down 57 percent from 11.8 million during the
first four months of 2012.

Brazil imported 1.6 million shaving brushes from the United States
during the first four months of 2013, while Canada imported 1.2 million,
and Mexico received 1.1 million.

The average price per shaving brush for April 2013 was 90 cents, up
109 percent from the average price for April 2012 of 43 cents. The
average price for the first four months of 2013 was 90 cents, up 88
percent from 48 cents recorded for the first four months of 2012.

Artist Brushes

April 2013 exports of artist brushes totaled 829,048, down 14 percent
from the April 2012 total of 966,265 artist brushes. During the first four
months of 2013, 3.2 million artist brushes were exported, up 3 percent
from 3.1 million for the first four months of 2012.

Canada received 2 million artist brushes from the United States during
the first four months of 2013, while The United Kingdom imported
93,766.

The average price per artist brush was $2.45 during April 2013, down
21 percent from the average price for April 2012 of $3.12. For the first
four months of 2013, the average price per artist brush was $2.51, down
16 percent from the average price for the first four months of 2012 of $3.

Paintbrushes

The export total of paintbrushes during April 2013 was 94,758, down
47 percent from 177,759 for April 2012. During the first four months of
2013, 416,945 paintbrushes were exported, down 40 percent from
691,508 during the first four months of 2012.

Canada imported 177,260 paintbrushes from the United States during
the first four months of 2013, while The Netherlands received 66,589 and
The United Kingdom imported 52,511.

The average price per paintbrush for April 2013 was $18, up 34
percent from $13.48 for April 2012. The average price for the first four
months of 2013 was $17.43, up 46 percent from $11.84 recorded for the
first four months of 2012.
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Domestic Merchandise
1404902000 Broomcorn (Sorghum Vulgare Var. Technicum)

Used Primarily In Brooms Or In Brushes, Whether or Not

In Hanks or Bundles

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/Ton Value Net Q/Ton Value

U King 1 4,844

France 24 93,312

TOTAL 25 98,156

9603100000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs or Other

Vegetable Materials Bound Together, With or Without Handles

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/Dozen Value Net Q/Dozen Value

Canada 3,117 124,992 8,705 424,473

Mexico 800 12,564 880 15,214

C Rica 1,099 36,242 1,411 43,136

Panama 12 4,016

Bermuda 303 11,400

Bahamas 144 44,089 341 89,483

Jamaica 257 7,085 257 7,085

Dom Rep 77 7,148

S Vn Gr 72 2,651

Barbado 100 3,963

Colomb 95 5,661

Peru 306 10,088

Chile 320 10,562

Brazil 5,068 169,024

Sweden 102 5,629 102 5,629

Norway 110 3,613

Finland 121 4,000 121 4,000

U King 843 42,869

Ireland 318 10,500

Germany 565 18,642 856 34,242

Poland 84 3,460

Kazakhs 6 4,428 12 7,854

Malta 39 2,817

S Arab 705 35,833

Arab Em 115 17,245 160 21,219

India 40 2,614

Singapr 250 11,310

Phil R 10 3,552

China 150 4,947 290 10,743

Hg Kong 167 3,620 1,043 22,625

Japan 1,969 56,379

Austral 133 4,380

Guinea 35 11,567

Rep Saf 90 9,985

TOTAL 6,643 283,483 25,157 1,109,095

9603210000 Toothbrushes

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 4,280,110 2,631,788 26,760,371 12,180,600

Mexico 5,196,590 1,243,923 11,005,797 3,010,996

Belize 720 2,711

Hondura 2,424 13,771 3,488 18,092

C Rica 7,920 6,918

Panama 510,048 192,458 1,261,985 867,545

Bahamas 1,614 16,516 1,974 19,818

Jamaica 12,768 4,511 92,140 37,962

Dom Rep 58,550 27,436 93,503 83,648

St K N 96 3,877 96 3,877

Antigua 4,896 4,615 13,680 11,075

S Lucia 674 6,896

S Vn Gr 247 2,522

Grenada 90 3,312

Barbado 44,932 31,392

Trinid 18,603 10,471 321,940 243,805

Curaco 196,080 70,510

Aruba 8,880 3,557 21,192 7,837

Colomb 27,728 24,835 90,042 116,842

Guyana 360 4,724 32,114 27,119

Surinam 1,157 11,840

Ecuador 19,004 24,885

Peru 24,192 13,849

Chile 24,960 21,964 33,456 29,695

Brazil 6,750 6,950 10,427 46,849

Paragua 4,588 18,003

Uruguay 2,188 22,385 7,400 67,161

Argent 8,324 85,162 553,240 501,079

Sweden 6,828 9,190 6,828 9,190

U King 1,817 9,504 33,953 41,206

Ireland 14,405 147,381 71,888 735,506

Nethlds 24,000 114,571 30,215 134,663

Belgium 2,448 3,516

France 8,489 18,579

Germany 2,805,886 471,596 7,137,202 1,194,391

Czech 284,328 137,164 1,679,059 835,308

Switzld 366 3,744 4,395,612 685,304

Poland 19,781 8,719

Spain 31,685 4,276

Italy 539 5,512 5,063 40,717

Turkey 335 9,465

Iran 302,400 129,055 1,437,465 274,395

Kuwait 3,120 8,880 3,120 8,880

S Arab 2,600 3,366

Oman 4,524 4,125 4,524 4,125

India 1,728,000 573,372 4,982,578 2,873,566

Thailnd 141,804 19,593 345,240 45,274

Vietnam 2,138 21,871

Singapr 3,601 36,847 14,210 68,089

Indnsia 85,040 27,345

China 480,800 273,783 830,583 1,032,648

Kor Rep 97,289 353,902 527,988 1,063,938

Hg Kong 1,103,272 346,858 3,275,121 1,165,495

Taiwan 35,267 21,022 121,895 75,257

Japan 80,957 260,531 490,932 501,561

Austral 36,834 49,583 178,584 286,983

Nigeria 1,080 2,952

Rep Saf 6,312 29,126

TOTAL 17,320,926 7,295,156 66,334,417 28,672,549

9603290000 Shaving Brushes, Hairbrushes, Nail Brushes,

Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use on the Person

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q./No. Value

Canada 260,388 299,011 1,173,895 1,316,184

Mexico 11,237 40,711 1,139,774 457,110

Guatmal 1,200 3,828 2,790 20,835

Salvadr 11,595 10,063 31,593 132,284

Hondura 1,008 3,074

C Rica 2,448 3,496

Panama 8,918 15,044

Dom Rep 100 6,896 100 6,896

Trinid 2,390 17,995 16,720 139,810

S Maarte 309 5,466

Curaco 316 2,894 316 2,894

Colomb 45,000 70,338 53,736 86,915

Venez 103,350 80,100

Ecuador 4,560 10,120 4,560 10,120

Chile 7,056 11,258 37,203 50,733

Brazil 744,450 220,407 1,644,090 561,155

Paragua 16,840 35,694 58,672 115,572

Uruguay 1,251 11,444 1,443 15,635

Argent 296,334 71,769

Finland 333 5,401

U King 2,663 12,667 70,148 175,999

Nethlds 15,960 8,746 30,944 30,342

exports
APRIL EXPORTS BY COUNTRY
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Belgium 2,773 18,482

France 6,042 19,441 13,199 46,514

Germany 50,505 182,945

Switzld 1,212 11,080

Latvia 3,576 9,838

Georgia 4,120 37,680 4,120 37,680

Spain 21,544 9,954 30,029 38,868

Italy 7,000 25,900 7,000 25,900

Turkey 1,780 19,817 2,243 24,054

Israel 217 3,566

Jordan 475 4,341 5,012 44,047

Kuwait 7,970 79,395

S Arab 1,500 5,175 3,698 18,806

Arab Em 2,920 6,458 4,002 25,184

India 16 3,200

Thailnd 724 3,008

Singapr 936 3,314 2,934 11,574

Phil R 37,718 31,775 139,592 63,066

China 9,880 35,979 34,531 159,148

Kor Rep 20,780 63,819 21,593 70,953

Hg Kong 1,452 6,879 9,480 54,944

Taiwan 3,082 9,989

Japan 600 4,428 11,473 95,029

Austral 4,168 81,129 36,361 220,328

Rep Saf 3,552 10,160 7,582 28,241

TOTAL 1,249,473 1,128,321 5,081,608 4,592,673

9603300000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes and Similar Brushes

for the Application of Cosmetics

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 562,230 1,036,857 2,023,559 3,798,679

Mexico 57,296 167,764 291,064 838,229

Guatmal 734 2,710

Salvadr 408 2,604

Panama 300 3,902 43,358 78,758

Bahamas 1,249 4,610 1,249 4,610

Trinid 6,972 10,819

S Maarte 3,633 8,611

Colomb 17,075 63,000 23,065 75,383

Venez 21,362 78,817

Ecuador 4,321 7,599 5,021 15,782

Peru 3,927 14,489

Brazil 18,916 63,839 71,924 257,181

Paragua 5,450 37,575 27,246 117,996

Uruguay 9,434 34,810 9,434 34,810

Argent 4,609 17,005

Sweden 7,447 43,529

Norway 2,150 12,295 4,127 31,403

Finland 6,732 24,838

U King 15,285 64,687 93,766 346,678

Ireland 2,679 9,883 11,100 34,904

Nethlds 419 2,712 14,078 32,376

Belgium 5,894 21,747 12,132 45,362

France 1,644 7,061 19,882 61,060

Germany 1,220 4,500 4,465 22,328

Austria 388 2,977

Slovak 1,163 4,292

Switzld 5,955 21,970 29,489 107,340

Lithuan 1,268 4,677

Poland 513 2,827 2,304 15,822

Russia 1,904 7,025 3,719 13,723

Spain 596 7,735

Italy 3,357 10,414

Turkey 927 3,421 2,721 13,685

Israel 7,723 28,494 11,559 42,648

Kuwait 1,188 3,844

S Arab 7,241 22,780

Arab Em 4,051 14,947 11,355 57,958

Sri Lka 124 3,160

Thailnd 33,448 128,500 46,854 195,660

Malaysa 3,426 12,640 10,001 36,900

Singapr 832 3,071 13,033 30,895

China 31,338 115,628 154,297 569,301

Kor Rep 2,509 19,819 5,631 36,094

Hg Kong 13,559 60,060 41,671 169,129

Taiwan 5,337 19,693 53,017 103,801

Japan 5,826 21,495 9,386 34,759

Austral 6,138 29,722 59,621 465,783

N Zeal 3,258 12,022

Egypt 2,333 8,608

Nigeria 150 8,677

Rep Saf 1,970 8,700

TOTAL 829,048 2,032,153 3,188,988 7,990,345

9603402000 Paint Rollers

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 75,051 212,421 217,278 564,023

Mexico 12,304 33,748 51,093 164,516

Hondura 3,168 3,871

Panama 3,597 9,849 6,807 20,898

Bahamas 1,000 3,100

Jamaica 5,192 6,996

Dom Rep 1,675 51,830 1,675 51,830

B Virgn 242 4,050 242 4,050

Barbado 1,552 7,159

Trinid 7,922 10,579

S Maarte 10 2,607

Curaco 317 5,559 317 5,559

Colomb 7,081 10,201

Peru 26,585 19,411

U King 341 11,527

Ireland 155 2,723

Nethlds 3,181 12,837 10,740 57,401

France 818 14,355

Germany 10,954 33,236 21,083 55,199

Switzld 13 2,600

Russia 2,210 4,750

Turkey 663 11,641

S Arab 23,616 18,625 31,620 28,638

Arab Em 21,720 15,682

India 2,240 4,670 2,843 21,370

Thailnd 30 3,000

Malaysa 567 9,946

Singapr 2,510 6,048 2,510 6,048

Phil R 960 4,336 960 4,336

China 1,903 33,398

Kor Rep 642 11,267 5,140 90,217

Japan 710 12,462

Austral 59,672 80,808

New Gui 1,370 2,558 1,370 2,558

N Zeal 2,664 3,119 11,003 36,940

Fiji 9,108 11,734 15,612 17,100

Angola 720 2,827

Rep Saf 3,936 40,571 3,936 40,571

TOTAL 154,367 466,458 526,261 1,440,897

9603404020 Paint Pads

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Mexico 11,496 28,098 19,082 75,625

Panama 528 3,750

Dom Rep 423 9,632

Trinid 5,556 6,568

Colomb 48 2,640

Argent 1,080 4,862

Finland 3,000 4,980

Denmark 458 3,091 458 3,091

U King 1,890 11,121

Russia 665 7,749

Turkey 10,383 19,412

Israel 1,050 7,450 5,453 38,705

S Arab 652 4,630

Singapr 1,824 4,309

Hg Kong 6,800 11,560

Austral 13,000 13,593

N Zeal 1,400 2,674

TOTAL 13,004 38,639 72,242 224,901
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9603404050 Paint, Distemper, Varnish or Similar Brushes

(Except Brushes of 9603.30)

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 40,813 680,876 177,260 2,587,857

Mexico 1,683 39,995 4,070 70,076

Belize 482 10,001

Hondura 583 15,637

Nicarag 223 4,230

C Rica 644 16,877 807 22,473

Panama 478 12,978 6,049 71,927

Bermuda 404 8,374 644 13,353

Bahamas 180 5,536 1,919 37,942

Jamaica 286 5,932

Cayman 1,796 39,923

Haiti 201 4,160

Dom Rep 458 9,497 3,145 77,387

B Virgn 517 25,471

St K N 154 3,189 154 3,189

Antigua 175 3,636

Monsrat 140 7,528

S Lucia 211 4,370

Barbado 212 4,399 400 8,298

Trinid 247 7,583

S Maarte 158 3,280

Colomb 538 11,154 538 11,154

Ecuador 5,207 48,750 13,794 137,835

Chile 266 5,520

Brazil 300 9,300 485 13,140

Uruguay 1,303 5,057

Argent 508 10,547

Finland 623 3,247 683 6,797

U King 4,863 82,019 52,511 1,000,904

Ireland 3,708 15,709

Nethlds 19,489 439,079 66,589 1,780,661

Belgium 282 5,850 840 17,431

France 59 3,040 1,039 13,874

Germany 163 3,389 3,893 72,497

Czech 943 19,560 943 19,560

Poland 500 3,160 873 8,098

Georgia 19 2,770 19 2,770

Italy 134 2,779

Israel 1,883 17,113 3,013 40,551

S Arab 740 15,797 5,674 118,137

Arab Em 278 5,765 584 12,107

Bahrain 206 4,273

India 259 7,991

Thailnd 140 4,782

Vietnam 238 4,932

Malaysa 501 2,842 731 7,606

Singapr 6,052 100,550

Indnsia 3,326 68,977 3,326 68,977

Phil R 2,311 22,004 13,473 146,146

China 4,871 108,147

Kor Rep 7,291 143,564 14,839 300,143

Taiwan 614 11,132

Japan 44 8,492 756 16,114

Austral 173 3,586 756 11,817

N Zeal 12,580 42,186

Libya 120 7,020

Niger 123 2,559

Djibuti 199 4,121 199 4,121

Mozambq 150 10,000

Rep Saf 648 6,073

TOTAL 94,758 1,705,300 416,945 7,183,950

9603900000 Hand-Operated Mechanical Floor Sweepers,

Not Motorized, Mops & Feather Dusters; Prepared Knots & Tufts

for Broom or Brush Making, NESOI

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 193,531 2,695,578 703,126 9,036,654

Mexico 72,983 1,008,987 278,149 3,616,982

Guatmal 403 6,542 1,162 18,847

Salvadr 622 10,092

Hondura 158 2,565

C Rica 386 6,262 6,322 94,516

Panama 988 14,708 4,178 57,422

Bermuda 4,304 17,351 4,304 17,351

Bahamas 3,848 22,767

Jamaica 219 3,550

Turk Is 192 3,114

Cayman 1,100 2,866 1,325 9,281

Dom Rep 272 5,949 450 8,830

Trinid 988 7,588 1,152 10,242

S Maarte 985 15,970

Aruba 299 7,499

Colomb 1,630 10,898 7,842 101,518

Venez 1,123 18,226 7,327 112,527

Ecuador 700 11,363 20,457 273,485

Peru 150 4,559 3,004 36,930

Chile 7,663 64,370 26,341 175,531

Brazil 5,414 92,202 38,121 521,753

Uruguay 331 5,376

Iceland 1,578 25,600 1,578 25,600

Sweden 1,950 36,346 2,729 48,981

Norway 8,016 27,854

Finland 1,779 23,034

Denmark 4,379 71,026

U King 14,170 101,403 38,279 388,534

Ireland 1,923 31,185 7,348 100,922

Nethlds 10,160 73,608 10,389 77,323

Belgium 4,264 35,568 18,577 115,875

Luxmbrg 100 5,320 330 16,129

France 190 2,966 5,395 135,704

Germany 3,279 47,530 12,698 149,603

Czech 4,120 66,827 4,120 66,827

Switzld 2,235 36,261 3,601 58,411

Estonia 8,118 131,668

Latvia 515 8,345 1,036 16,797

Poland 588 9,544

Russia 2,127 11,032 9,827 52,116

Spain 2,016 29,534 4,297 72,097

Portugl 229 3,712 229 3,712

Malta 3,227 21,095

Italy 646 10,479 3,600 59,346

Greece 11 3,130 11 3,130

Turkey 305 9,074 2,305 17,074

Iraq 640 3,834 640 3,834

Israel 239 3,870 595 11,261

Jordan 242 3,923

S Arab 3,860 42,812 20,083 232,962

Qatar 655 10,630 655 10,630

Arab Em 4,040 15,685 7,811 50,955

Oman 57 9,858 57 9,858

Bahrain 1,384 16,771

Afghan 988 16,014 1,982 32,137

India 3,352 54,371

Thailnd 190 3,078 463 15,056

Vietnam 3,480 58,769

Malaysa 941 21,271 2,004 42,831

Singapr 4,310 55,476 12,974 179,042

Indnsia 1,200 22,875

Phil R 671 10,875 1,870 29,157

China 2,252 39,960 9,631 168,970

Kor Rep 1,990 21,241 7,676 143,344

Hg Kong 6,694 111,665 21,060 330,633

Taiwan 536 20,627 3,155 63,099

Japan 3,481 47,399 43,684 488,254

Austral 12,535 155,911 69,595 653,696

New Gui 720 2,880 720 2,880

N Zeal 1,776 13,114 5,843 61,025

Algeria 362 5,875

Libya 300 2,700

Eq Guin 547 8,877

Camroon 80 6,866
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Togo 510 4,437

Nigeria 1,174 14,210

Angola 773 15,461

Congo B 160 2,593

Djibuti 801 13,000 801 13,000

Tnzania 678 11,000

Rep Saf 687 11,135 3,571 35,884

Zambia 1,150 8,915

Malawi 1,650 14,454 1,650 14,454

TOTAL 391,166 5,150,158 1,494,282 18,685,809

0502100000 Pigs’, Hogs’ or Boars’ Bristles

and Hair and Waste Thereof

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/KG Value Net Q/KG Value

Thailnd 55 3,076 55 3,076

China 23,458 229,265 123,550 1,576,577

TOTAL 23,513 232,341 123,605 1,579,653

0502900000 Badger Hair and Other

Brushmaking Hair and Waste Thereof

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/KG Value Net Q/KG Value

Thailnd 193 10,356 497 29,390

China 22,228 470,673

TOTAL 193 10,356 22,725 500,063

0511993300 Horsehair and Horsehair Waste, Whether or Not

Put Up As A Layer With or Without Supporting Material

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/KG Value Net Q/KG Value

Peru 156 5,911 156 5,911

Paragua 20,510 253,282

Italy 1,769 11,685

China 9,979 150,419 75,586 872,895

TOTAL 10,135 156,330 98,021 1,143,773

1404903000 Istle Used Primarily In Brooms or In Brushes,

Whether or Not In Hanks or Bundles

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/KG Value Net Q/KG Value

Mexico 45,364 205,853 132,869 637,335

TOTAL 45,364 205,853 132,869 637,335

4417002000 Broom and Mop Handles, 1.9 CM or More In

Diameter and 97 CM or More In Length, Of Wood

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 480 2,225

Mexico 45,300 49,223 51,948 56,875

Hondura 539,151 180,430 1,188,688 580,050

Colomb 7,200 2,520 72,782 30,833

Brazil 731,978 890,392 1,778,841 2,119,654

Indnsia 194,388 171,097 848,521 592,784

China 83,015 70,395 683,299 348,883

TOTAL 1,601,032 1,364,057 4,624,559 3,731,304

4417004000 Paint Brush and Paint Roller Handles, Of Wood

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/Variable Value Net Q/Variable Value

Mexico 2,009

Germany 15,802

Czech 40,149

Italy 755,289 2,387,976

Thailnd 23,769 36,009

Indnsia 69,609 452,549

China 465,367 1,198,907

Taiwan 4,686 9,807

TOTAL 1,318,720 4,143,208

4417006000 Brush Backs, Of Wood

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 243,301 95,145 972,071 416,974

Sri Lka 382,070 189,751 722,467 396,560

China 6,000 4,631

TOTAL 625,371 284,896 1,700,538 818,165

4417008010 Tool Handles of Wood

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/Variable Value Net Q/Variable Value

Canada 8,541 34,007

Mexico 53,197 425,662

Colomb 4,162

Brazil 714,185 2,477,604

Spain 53,359

Italy 33,519

Vietnam 40,149 148,361

Indnsia 70,468 145,824

China 52,849 178,407

Taiwan 29,647 141,662

TOTAL 969,036 3,642,567

4417008090 Tools, Tool Bodies, Broom or Brush Bodies,

Shoe Lasts and Trees, of Wood

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/Variable Value Net Q/Variable Value

Canada 60,536 281,278

Mexico 18,712

Chile 148,664 1,782,005

Brazil 3,253 3,253

U King 23,062 76,977

Nethlds 5,562

France 20,968

Spain 20,130

Italy 16,261

Romania 5,233

India 89,867

Sri Lka 33,846 138,026

Vietnam 19,904 81,109

Singapr 5,194 5,194

Indnsia 66,533

China 375,402 1,173,648

Hg Kong 4,382

Taiwan 9,636 62,862

Japan 600,379 1,741,315

TOTAL 1,279,876 5,593,315

7326908576 Metal Handles For Brooms, Mops, Paint Applicators

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 12 3,407

Mexico 70,344 20,136 251,376 84,098

Colomb 16,140 7,537

Brazil 40,368 23,561

Finland 400 5,010 400 5,010

Spain 4,596 3,632 326,868 152,198

Italy 1,479,522 916,675 6,322,740 3,813,338

Israel 2,000 2,187

Sri Lka 19,000 12,641

imports
APRIL IMPORTS BY COUNTRY
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China 269,147 285,852 1,110,522 957,942

Hg Kong 2,500 2,686 2,500 2,686

Taiwan 40,000 18,232 90,964 44,918

TOTAL 1,866,509 1,252,223 8,182,890 5,109,523

9603100500 Wiskbrooms, of Broom Corn, LT=.96 EA. Prior to

Entryor Withdrawal for Consumption of 61,655 Dozen In

Calendar Year

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value
Mexico 5,160 4,842 30,564 29,276

China 7,200 7,176

TOTAL 5,160 4,842 37,764 36,452

9603104000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, LT=.96 EA, Prior to Entry or

Withdrawal For Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year

April Year To Date

Mexico 8,496 4,895 28,500 15,804

TOTAL 8,496 4,895 28,500 15,804

9603105000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, LT=.96 EA, at Entry or

Withdrawal For Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Mexico 8,196 7,081

TOTAL 8,196 7,081

9603106000 Other Brooms, Of Broomcorn, Valued Over .96 Each

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Mexico 586,892 1,388,355 2,436,268 5,824,749

Hondura 3,480 6,345 33,192 69,620

Italy 2,470 7,572

China 5,300 14,614

TOTAL 590,372 1,394,700 2,477,230 5,916,555

9603109000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs

or Other Vegetable Materials Bound Together,

With or Without Handles, NESOI

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 180 5,195

Mexico 8,352 22,971 23,748 59,944

Colomb 1,920 2,504 1,920 2,504

Sweden 200 2,181 200 2,181

Norway 8,411 23,698

Estonia 69,959 51,365

India 5,000 3,750 11,250 8,377

Sri Lka 104,894 113,916 474,812 504,138

Thailnd 5,000 6,342 19,988 42,990

Vietnam 6,600 10,461 44,600 55,257

Phil R 4,020 9,585 8,020 18,180

China 31,872 44,788 85,334 160,763

Japan 250 5,994

TOTAL 167,858 216,498 748,672 940,586

9603210000 Toothbrushes, Incl. Dental-Plate Brushes

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 4,943 10,185 125,245 60,448

Mexico 232,647 143,718 1,113,527 594,247

Guatmal 76,800 14,868

Brazil 387,360 101,477 929,376 245,255

Sweden 2,000 4,892 36,987 69,056

U King 69,742 45,550 70,580 49,766

Ireland 1,126,320 723,927 4,000,728 2,242,856

Nethlds 444,296 41,506

Germany 2,365,413 1,581,047 10,517,132 6,602,907

Hungary 22,032 34,248 69,690 99,583

Switzld 4,074,858 2,427,036 18,539,310 11,107,671

Italy 95,198 403,610 115,139 545,779

India 4,291,424 563,051 17,330,822 2,047,072

Thailnd 280,472 79,708 459,064 124,328

Vietnam 9,122,126 584,976 28,172,418 1,780,644

Malaysa 98,000 7,204 1,890,784 147,709

Singapr 3,120 5,227

Indnsia 311,000 9,947 2,074,000 77,819

China 98,847,650 13,094,795 289,060,959 49,787,443

Kor Rep 207,362 78,977 454,740 202,217

Hg Kong 10,000 9,204 669,714 101,357

Taiwan 122,908 106,935 583,904 317,235

Japan 1,110,720 86,384 1,174,742 235,106

TOTAL 122,782,175 20,096,871 377,913,077 76,500,099

9603294010 Hairbrushes, Valued Not Over .40 Each

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Vietnam 25,920 5,661

Malaysa 30,000 2,250

China 4,028,246 853,272 13,131,909 3,475,223

Hg Kong 400,224 68,968

Taiwan 24,048 7,375

TOTAL 4,028,246 853,272 13,612,101 3,559,477

9603294090 Shaving Brushes, Nail Brushes,

Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use On The Person,

Valued Not Over .40 Each

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Mexico 413,675 56,502 670,675 92,620

Denmark 12,000 4,208

Germany 408,000 107,006 2,110,212 485,424

Switzld 44,640 10,325

Italy 26,496 8,204

India 500,000 6,877

China 3,300,971 558,142 9,476,053 1,666,929

Kor Rep 54,920 22,386 5,185,920 143,473

Hg Kong 25,152 7,219 25,152 7,219

Taiwan 536,306 58,687

Japan 14,600 3,541 627,500 151,554

TOTAL 4,217,318 754,796 19,214,954 2,635,520

9603302000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For

Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Not Over .05 Each

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Mexico 1,434,000 23,967 4,590,264 94,252

France 500,000 22,928 2,540,000 103,477

Germany 3,527,000 156,091 13,831,000 608,887

Italy 8,852,000 97,946 26,423,500 289,655

India 1,305,000 41,855

Thailnd 109,000 4,770

Vietnam 1,032,120 12,253 2,122,200 25,096

China 7,747,876 234,805 33,287,688 933,203

Kor Rep 10,638,400 231,320

Hg Kong 150,000 2,712

Taiwan 387,000 5,475 1,258,100 22,822

TOTAL 23,479,996 553,465 96,255,152 2,358,049

9603304000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For

Application of Cosmetics, Valued Over .05 But not Over .10 Each

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Mexico 6,743,758 524,132 28,481,942 2,253,822

Germany 1,328,000 103,324 7,871,300 617,630

India 109,296 8,775 752,616 57,578
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Thailnd 25,392 2,238

China 15,506,791 1,166,983 59,292,586 4,395,560

Kor Rep 443,000 36,368 1,742,250 124,864

Hg Kong 522,000 36,725

Taiwan 185,920 12,563 995,680 78,625

TOTAL 24,316,765 1,852,145 99,683,766 7,567,042

9603306000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For

Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Over .10 Each

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 55 4,424 1,622 47,536

Mexico 11,085,445 1,990,373 46,670,683 8,166,228

Dom Rep 207,691 232,506 526,700 597,735

Barbado 2,881 12,625

U King 44,338 96,495 299,799 699,160

France 66,304 315,543 301,980 1,444,925

Germany 846,127 344,523 3,245,567 1,367,716

Switzld 356 12,614 798 36,746

Spain 10,239 51,044 19,195 88,855

Italy 6,096 86,479 38,149 276,663

Israel 2,202 8,119 4,703 16,174

India 561,330 190,554 2,703,744 1,083,445

Sri Lka 281,040 172,820 906,252 503,782

Thailnd 200,521 188,879 1,458,155 879,388

Vietnam 45,000 14,573 255,000 71,061

China 19,223,611 12,360,337 76,386,720 53,614,197

Kor Rep 78,016 99,896 578,593 406,704

Hg Kong 30,921 98,377 381,518 338,152

Taiwan 990,986 236,949 3,135,256 929,012

Japan 195,258 1,079,268 1,114,885 5,693,626

Mauritn 6,037 20,066 17,647 64,875

Maurit 21,352 118,855 31,112 182,743

TOTAL 33,902,925 17,722,694 138,080,959 76,521,348

9603402000 Paint Rollers

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 4,500 7,669 21,552 14,658

Mexico 752,105 304,993 2,391,992 898,359

Sweden 1,000 4,520

Germany 1,008 6,215 455,914 100,957

Indnsia 16,416 2,240 94,836 17,067

China 2,842,177 1,958,566 11,939,427 6,998,468

Japan 10,097 8,549 10,097 8,549

TOTAL 3,626,303 2,288,232 14,914,818 8,042,578

9603404020 Paint Pads (Other Than Of Subheading 9603.30)

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 536 2,608

Mexico 5,952 21,714 13,176 47,609

Italy 7,704 18,422

Sri Lka 100,028 225,893 234,316 675,652

China 48,288 159,510 148,816 411,789

TOTAL 154,268 407,117 404,548 1,156,080

9603404040 Natural Bristle Brushes, Other Than Brushes Of

Subheading 9603.30

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 13,032 14,015 56,424 70,275

U King 17,264 39,506 42,364 108,249

Germany 2,449 8,807 4,867 46,513

Italy 8,148 72,391 190,318 252,048

Turkey 205,644 99,287

India 809,772 135,831

Vietnam 149,724 45,671 342,156 107,493

Indnsia 5,322,264 898,328 21,982,490 3,577,258

China 2,021,238 708,090 6,769,233 1,765,530

Taiwan 321,552 92,490

TOTAL 7,534,119 1,786,808 30,724,820 6,254,974

9603404060 Paint, Distemper, Varnish/Similr Brushes Exc Brushes

of Subheading 9603.30 NESOI

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 13,699 21,974 36,381 55,563

C Rica 4,610,574 77,641 11,305,624 189,034

Brazil 18,678 13,463 18,678 13,463

Sweden 2,070 8,580 83,168 36,249

U King 1,400 2,461 15,185 29,839

Belgium 288 2,478

Germany 43,371 17,649 89,991 74,089

Czech 240 8,199 240 8,199

Italy 3,268 12,300

Turkey 24,620 93,904

India 875 2,617 875 2,617

Sri Lka 2,977 10,109 57,913 80,119

Malaysa 4,050 5,029

Indnsia 2,335,048 406,500 6,887,836 1,472,144

Phil R 1,791,500 24,968

China 16,002,095 5,229,812 58,925,528 19,755,718

Kor Rep 2,700 7,754 2,700 7,754

Taiwan 34,895 28,649 62,041 53,219

Japan 2,100 4,732 10,660 21,159

TOTAL 23,070,722 5,840,140 79,320,546 21,937,845

9603908010 Wiskbrooms

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Nethlds 568 2,266

Serbia 51,300 91,694

China 83,248 70,945 365,268 364,036

TOTAL 83,248 70,945 417,136 457,996

9603908020 Upright Brooms

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 300 2,708

Mexico 30,419 55,912 125,836 232,530

Guatmal 55,304 69,443

Hondura 800 9,457 1,400 17,355

Colomb 7,512 7,148

Brazil 10,548 69,907 47,465 197,387

Sweden 104 3,579

Germany 154 2,109

Italy 44,124 62,212 231,650 332,292

Sri Lka 58,716 109,732 246,636 483,706

China 911,691 1,265,608 3,293,396 4,958,073

Taiwan 21,660 149,842 29,376 189,289

TOTAL 1,077,958 1,722,670 4,039,133 6,495,619

9603908030 Push Brooms, 41 CM or Less in Width

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 536 2,608 536 2,608

Mexico 7,224 25,895

Italy 7,704 18,422

Sri Lka 62,448 201,037 134,288 449,759

China 11,196 18,973 100,528 252,279

TOTAL 74,180 222,618 250,280 748,963

9603908040 Other Brooms, NESOI

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

Canada 155,616 201,807 314,727 560,417
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Mexico 543,621 840,233 1,857,293 2,968,767

Guatmal 28,152 24,666

Salvadr 92,830 122,648

Hondura 17,448 37,643 17,448 37,643

Dom Rep 9,432 14,727 9,432 14,727

Colomb 16,008 16,852 126,080 160,386

Brazil 18,156 30,748 108,906 167,449

U King 626 6,787 1,296 16,214

Germany 603 7,029 1,123 14,482

Czech 34,104 27,623 80,472 175,778

Estonia 320 2,934

Spain 7,568 14,849 20,592 40,523

Italy 28,392 23,052 50,580 45,949

Israel 1,320 3,291 6,480 16,030

India 6,000 3,466 9,000 6,316

Sri Lka 69,856 99,976 279,058 509,460

Thailnd 15,672 34,637

Vietnam 12,960 18,829 32,940 58,005

China 467,496 549,031 1,698,228 1,895,131

Taiwan 8,422 28,361

TOTAL 1,389,206 1,895,943 4,759,051 6,900,523

9603908050 Brooms, Brushes, Sqeegees, Etc., NESOI

April Year To Date

Country Net Q/No. Value Net Q/No. Value

anada 1,584,659 7,197,332

Mexico 4,410,987 17,059,523

Salvadr 23,987 92,256

Hondura 1,377,430 5,318,815

C Rica 4,970

Dom Rep 57,865 133,827

Colomb 76,513 264,476

Brazil 52,878 124,836

Argent 112,392

Sweden 8,226 44,832

Finland 5,251 5,251

Denmark 167,705 1,061,376

U King 37,487 93,110

Nethlds 33,032 830,222

Belgium 96,354 444,269

France 37,065 99,870

Germany 273,466 1,177,486

Austria 81,697 165,444

Czech 133,256

Lichten 4,129 4,129

Switzld 22,419 86,191

Estonia 3,856

Lithuan 16,038 93,221

Poland 78,846 225,419

Spain 31,860 244,006

Italy 267,311 1,283,136

Slvenia 8,492

Romania 70,499 99,132

Turkey 13,999

Israel 26,954 92,127

India 60,717 258,918

Pakistn 447,788 1,920,921

Bngldsh 13,021

Sri Lka 317,385 579,682

Thailnd 222,705 781,571

Vietnam 9,766 310,395

Malaysa 39,550 173,701

Indnsia 5,984 196,175

China 35,273,900 134,155,896

Kor Rep 190,876 1,134,480

Hg Kong 998,558 3,052,369

Taiwan 1,674,967 4,895,950

Japan 98,847 271,055

Austral 114,557 221,838

N Zeal 3,570 9,335

Egypt 72,610 109,030

Camroon 2,482 2,482

Namibia 14,975 14,975

TOTAL 48,391,895 184,619,045

Brush Manufacturers And Suppliers Attend 
Mill-Rose 53rd Annual Golf Outing

Brush manufacturers and suppliers from around the world gathered for the

53rd annual Victor F. Miller Golf Tournament recently held at Kirtland

Country Club in Willoughby, OH. 

Over 100 representatives from the United States and countries as far away

as Italy attended the event, hosted by Mentor-based The Mill-Rose

Company, in honor of the company’s past president, Victor F. Miller. 

Manufacturers and suppliers gathered during the week before the golf

outing to discuss business trends and opportunities. Scheduled meetings and

interviews were also conducted throughout the week in preparation for the

American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) centennial

anniversary in 2017.

Brushes manufactured by participating companies are used in all types of

industry throughout the world. Applications include makeup/mascara

brushes, hair brushes, floor sweeping and polishing brushes, gun cleaning

brushes, car wash brushes, copier toner brushes, brooms, paintbrushes, and

special brushes used in the medical field.

The Mill-Rose Company is a U.S. manufacturer of twisted-in-wire

brushes. Spokespeople say the brushes are used in virtually every type of

industry throughout the world. The company is a family-owned organization,

now in its third generation. 

Eric Juarez Joins Borghi USA 
Technical And Consumer Support Dept.

Borghi USA has announced the addition of Eric Juarez to its Technical
and Customer Support Department. He joined the company in February,
2013, and has been training in Borghi technology and customer service for
the past six months in the United States and Italy. 

According to Borghi USA, with his degree in computer and electronics
engineering technology as well as his communication skills in English,
Spanish, and now as he learns Ita lian, he is proving himself to be an asset to
the com pany as he con tinues to grow and learn about the brush industry.

“Please be sure
to welcome Eric
when you spe
ak with him on 
the phone, email,
SKYPE or see
him at industry
events as Borghi
USA continues to
grow and expand
its service for cus -
tomers thro ughout
the United States,
Ca n  ada and the
Car ibbean,” Bo -
rghi USA Pre -
sident Carlos Pet -
zold said.

Participants in the 53rd annual Victor F. Miller Golf Tournament. 

From left: Matt Tompkins, tech. support director
(Borghi USA); Eric Juarez, tech. support & customer
service (Borghi USA); Enzo Ferrari, president/CEO
(Borghi s.p.a. – Italy) and vice president (Borghi
USA); and Carlos Petzold, president (Borghi USA).



National Craft Broom Competition Scheduled During
2013 Arcola, IL, Broom Corn Festival

Last year, Monahan Partners sponsored the first National Craft Broom
Competition during the Arcola, IL, Broom Corn Festival. This initial
competition drew examples of craft broom makers’ art from around the country,
and was declared a success by Monahan Partners. Cash prizes were awarded and
the entries were displayed in the Broom Tent during the festival.  

Monahan Partners is again sponsoring the craft broom competition in 2013.
Total prize money of $1,000 will be
awarded for the top three finishers
— $500 for first place, $300 for
second place, and $200 for third
place. Broom, Brush & Mop

Magazine will provide additional
publicity.

Brooms will be judged by
aesthetics and craftsmanship — for
wall hanging, fireplaces, etc. — and
must be made with 100 percent
broom corn, and be functional. The
winners will be announced during
the 2013 Arcola Broom Corn Festival (held September 6-8) and entries will be
displayed in the festival Broom Tent with many being for sale. 

Contact Pat Monahan by email at pat@monahanpartners.com or by phone at
217-268-5754 for more information. 

Seeing examples of the 100-year-old craft of making brooms by hand provide
another good reason to visit this year’s festival, according to Monahan.

Kevin Monahan Joins Monahan Partners
Monahan Partners announces that Kevin Monahan, son of founder Pat

Monahan and his wife, Annie, (the eighth of nine Monahan children) will

be joining Monahan Partners in August as
marketing vice president. 

Pat Monahan says, “We are lucky to have
Kevin join us. You will find Kevin to be a
very outgoing, easy, customer-friendly
facilitator. His strengths include working
with people and his commitment to service.
One of his early assignments will be to visit
both customers and suppliers. He is excited
to get started.” 

Kevin Monahan was director of student
activities at Nile North High School in Skokie, IL, (with an enrollment
of approximately 2,500) for eight years where he was known as an
innovator and “doer.” 

Prior to that, he worked for over three years for the American Cancer
Society, where he is remembered, during the first Relay For Life event
he organized, for walking all night and for his enthusiastic fund-raising. 

A 2000 graduate of the University of Dayton, he is an avid sports fan,
a basketball player and a runner. His interest and enthusiasm for travel
has taken him across the United States, Europe, Ireland, and most
recently, South Africa. 

He is founder of KFM Cancer Classic — a 501C3 charity which, since
its inception in 2001, has contributed over $200,000 to the fight against
cancer. 

Kevin Monahan says, “From painting warehouses, unloading trucks
and containers, running a rivet machine, and all kinds of assembly work,
it was this time spent with The Thomas Monahan Company that taught
me the value of hard work. I don’t plan on letting up now, and I look
forward to learning as much as I can about this most interesting
industry.”

He can be reached at Kevin@monahanpartners.com.

Brooms from last year’s contest. 

Kathy Kilfoyle

Parr, 57, of Dur ango,
CO, wife of David
Parr, exe c     u t ive dire -
ctor of the American
Brush Ma  n   u facturers
As so c iation (ABMA)
died sud denly June
23, 2013. 

She was born in
Denver, CO, one of 6
siblings. She moved

to Winter Park, CO, following college, where she met
her future husband. The couple settled in Illinois
where they raised their two children, Evan and
Lindsey. 

After their children graduated from college, the
couple moved back to Colorado. A survivor of breast
cancer, she became a horse enthusiast, particularly of
her 4-year-old Rocky Mountain gelding, Kipu,
following her treatment.  

A celebration of her life was held at Riversong
Ranch in Durango on June 28.

Donations in Kathy Parr’s name can be made to
Medicine Horse, 1729 CR 250, Durango, CO 81301
or www.medicinehorsecenter.org. Medicine Horse
provides equine therapy for acute care and 
autistic children.

OBITUARY
KATHY PARR
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John V. Green III Manfred Tomm

RAW
MATERIAL ROUNDUP

By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

In manufacturing products for the brush, broom and mop segment,
industry professionals must be aware at all times of the pricing and
availability of a myriad of raw materials. The search and acquisition of
raw materials is conducted on a global scale. Many factors, such as
monetary exchange rates, political issues, weather, geography and
others can come into play.
Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently spoke with two industry

representatives about how their respective companies are faring in
the raw material marketplace.

C
harles E. Green & Sons, of Newark, NJ, uses steel, plastic resin
and wood in producing its lineup of metal bands and handles for
paintbrushes. The company is also a manufacturer of paint roller

frames and paint roller components.
“We also sell the little nails used to attach the ferrules to wood handles

for paintbrushes, as well as the machinery that does the nailing,” said
Charles E. Green & Sons President John V. Green III.

The company also produces paintbrush and artist ferrules, as well as
aluminum brush inserts. 

Green reported that pricing of raw materials has been stable and the
company has had no challenges in the quality and availability of the
materials.

In addition, Charles E. Green & Sons is able to meet customers’ metal
stamping, wire forming and deep drawing needs, Green said. The
company also deals in the general hardware, household, ammunition and
electric parts segments.

“We have been busy,” Green said. “Our sales have remained strong and
are equal to last year.”

Looking ahead to the near future, Green said, “I don’t see a downturn
in the economy, but I don’t see any big upturn in the next six months
either. I think things are better than they were a few years ago, but not like
the heyday of the early 2000s.

“I think, with the U.S. economy, things are still somewhat in a state

of flux. I don’t think the dust has settled, so to speak, for the long-

term. But, then again, maybe there isn’t any long-term anymore.

Maybe business changes too quickly for there to be a long-term.”

Green also reported there seems to be a movement of some
manufacturing that went overseas in recent years returning to the United
States.

“There are some domestic companies that are becoming dissatisfied
with their Chinese suppliers,” he said. “However, the Chinese differential
in pricing is still a great lure to many. Some companies put up with less
than great service and quality because of the pricing.

“Nonetheless, we know of at least three examples of companies,
primarily importers of paintbrushes, that have decided to begin
manufacturing again onshore.”

When Hurricane Sandy struck last October, much of New Jersey was
affected by the second-costliest hurricane in United States history.
Fortunately, Charles E. Green & Sons dodged a bullet.

“Our company was not affected by Sandy,” Green said. “We didn’t lose
power and we weren’t damaged by flooding. However, most people and
businesses in this state lost power for about a week and there were
companies, some less than a mile from us, which were devastated by
flooding. We were lucky this time.”

P
lastic is the primary raw material used by Briarwood Products

Company, of Cleveland, OH, in producing the bulk of its labor-
saving cleaning tools for the janitorial/sanitation industry,

according to Briarwood Vice President Manfred Tomm.
“Plastic has a good, stable consistency,” Tomm said. “It is flexible,

durable and makes an all-around sturdy product. End-users find our
plastic tools last longer.”

According to Tomm, the company’s tools are not necessarily the
cheapest in the marketplace, but they are designed and manufactured with
maximum quality to make them efficient labor-saving tools. This quality
translates to cutting labor costs for the end-user, as well as increasing
product longevity.

Tomm said the company specializes in developing new tools.
Briarwood builds the molds for the plastic injection molding of the parts,
and then sells the completed tools.

He added, “99 percent of our sales are to other manufacturers.”
Briarwood’s focus on producing labor-saving tools is an important

asset in today’s economy as many companies are seeking ways to cut
labor costs, according to Tomm.

“The company’s quality raw material suppliers ensure a good

consistency,” Tomm said. “Pricing has come down as of late.”

As plastic prices are tied to oil prices, Briarwood relies on the Charles
Nenner Research Center for predictions when the price of oil is going up
or down.

“If Nenner tells us the price of oil is going to go up, we purchase raw
material in bulk ahead of time to hold us over until the price comes
down,” Tomm said.

Briarwood’s product offerings fall under several categories including
wet mop holders, dry dust equipment, sweeping equipment, Adjust-A-
Turn™ cleaning tools, painter’s tools and metal-free correctional facility
tools. Other products include extension poles, microfiber tools, scrubbing
brushes, and the Hi-Rib wall-washing tool.

Tomm reported that business has been “very good.”
He added: “On another positive note, we are seeing more business

coming back onshore from China. This is one nice development to look
forward to and we are taking advantage of it as much as possible.”

According to Tomm, Briarwood has no problem with smaller orders,
which can save a customer from investing in a container load from
overseas.

Looking ahead, Tomm said Nenner is predicting the economy is
heading down for the next couple of years.

“We have been preparing for a downturn in the economy by
diversifying into other areas, which will allow us to continue to grow,”
he said.
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